A Realistic Approach To TV Tuner Troubles
Precision Tuner Service

Precision Tuner Service

...new pts products... stop... new 1974-1975 tuner replacement guide and parts catalog no. 4... stop... 96 pages of top tuner information... stop... blow-ups of all types of vhf and uhf tuners for easy parts identification... stop... largest exact tuner replacement guide available in the industry... stop... antenna coil replacement guide... stop... multifit replacement tuner shaft guide... stop... available for $2.00... stop... redeemable with min. order... stop... pts elex...

LET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR TUNER PROBLEMS...

PTS will repair any tuner—no matter how old or new—black & white or color—transistor or tubes—varactor or electronically tuned—detent UHF. 8 hour service is a must!

...THIS IS THE SERVICE WE OFFER:

1. Fastest Service—8 hour—in and out the same day. Overnight transit to one of our strategically located plants.
2. Best Quality—Your customers are satisfied and you are not bothered with returning tuners for rework.
3. PTS uses only ORIGINAL PARTS! No homemade or make-do, inferior merchandise (this is why we charge for major parts!). You get your tuner back in ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT condition.
4. PTS is recommended by more TV Manufacturers than any other tuner company.
5. PTS is overhauling more tuners than all other tuner services combined.

1 YEAR GUARANTEE

VHF, UHF $10.95
UV-COMBO 17.95
IF-SUBCHASSIS 12.50

Major parts and shipping charged at cost.
(Dealer net!)
Over 4000 exact tuner replacements available for $14.95 up (new or rebuilt)

...Number ONE and still trying harder!
(Not a Franchise Company)

for more details circle 124 on Reader Service Card
Now you don't have to turn down jobs just because the sets were made in the Far East.

Your Sylvania Distributor has solved one of your biggest problems in semiconductor replacements for imported equipment.

Until now, unless your shop was around the corner from an import warehouse, you probably had a tough problem. Especially for those non-repairable modules.

But not anymore.

Sylvania’s new ECG™ 1000 series gives you over 140 new integrated circuits and modules for imported sets right on your distributor’s shelves.

And, thanks to our newest interchangeability guide (ECG 212E-4), those 140 parts add up to a lot more when it comes to the number of types they’ll replace.

That means you don’t have to watch a profitable repair job walk out the door just because getting the parts could make it unprofitable.

It also means that you’ve got one-stop shopping for all of your repair jobs, foreign or domestic.

Whether you need semiconductors, picture tubes or receiving tubes, you’ll find them all at one electronic supermarket.

Your Sylvania Distributor.

**GTE SYLVANIA**
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THE 3-letter word for television antenna systems:

JFD is the way more dealers, installers, and distributors are spelling television antennas these days.

For good reason.

OUTDOOR TV ANTENNAS

They know that JFD antennas assure best possible performance—in color and black-and-white—on all channels (2 to 83). Because only JFD combines the super-sensitive log periodic concept with capacitor coupled dipole design. All of the elements (not just some as in other antennas) work together for laser sharp picture brilliance.

And you can select from a complete line of models to suit every reception (and budget) need.

INDOOR TV ANTENNAS

You can also look to JFD for the broadest selection of indoor antennas: Top-of-the-set, behind-the-set, in-the-set, O.E.M. . . . we got them. Made right, packaged right, priced right.

TV ACCESSORIES

To deliver picture-perfect reception to the set, team up your JFD antenna with any of the many JFD accessories: amplifiers, splitters, couplers, transformers, mounts, masts, standoffs, hardware or wire—for superior results.

THE LINE OF PROFIT-ABILITY

Only JFD can hand you a line like this—the line of proved performance and profit-ability.

Take our word for it.

The Best Reception Starts with A JFD Antenna.

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
A RIKER-MAXSON SUBSIDIARY
1462 62 STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11219
JFD INTERNATIONAL, 2200 SHAMES DRIVE, WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590/JFD CANADA LTD., ONTARIO, CANADA 212/256-9000

... for more details circle 118 on Reader Service Card
**Toastmaster Plug-in Automatic Timer for Lamps and Appliances**
Cordless timer plugs directly into outlet. Time cycle extends from 90 minutes to 2 1/2 hours. Turns lamps and appliances on or off any time of day or night and repeats the operation every 24 hours without resetting.

FE-630

---

**Polaroid Colorpack 5 Land Camera and Kit, Enjoy Instant Photography In Color and Black and White**
- Big 3 1/4 x 4 1/4 color pictures in one minute
- Black and white pictures in seconds
- 3-element lens and unique face-in-the-square viewfinder

FE-687 Value: $44.95

---

**Canon Palmtronic LE-83 Calculator**
Slender enough to put in your pocket, the Canon Palmtronic LE-83 combines convenience with precision.
- Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides, performs mixed calculations, calculations with a constant and n-th power calculations.
- Comes with an AC adapter or can be used with 4 penlight batteries.
- Smooth key touch, easy to read LED indication panel.

FE-LE-83 Value: $44.95

---

**Schick Styling Driers, Man's & Lady's Models**
For Women: Quick drying with more natural styling
- 2 Speeds, 2 Heats
- Dry setting — high airflow and high heat
- Professional styling brush and styling comb
- Air concentrator nozzle

Man's FE-336 Lady's FE-338 Value: $15.98

---

**Spalding "Rebel" Golf Balls (One Dozen)**
Spalding is the premier distance ball with indestructible Surlyn cover. Two-piece construction gives you extra yards for the power you pack into your drive.

FE-11117 Value: $14.90

---

**Spalding "Collegiate" Football**
The best value you’ll find in a full-grain leather football. Tough butyl rubber bladder. Triple fabric lining with lockstitch construction.

FE-61448 Value: $17.00
When you buy RCA tubes from your participating RCA tube distributor, he delivers the goods the easy way. No muss, no fuss, no constant cutting of carton flaps, no torn cartons on your shelf or in your caddy. Just give your tube order to your RCA distributor and get your premium the free and easy way. The bigger your tube order, the more valuable your gift. So visit him soon and select your Free and Easy RCA award with your purchase of RCA tubes. (The values are really extra special.)

No Muss • No Fuss • No Torn Tube Cartons.
Visit Your Participating RCA Tube Distributor.
Place Your RCA Tube Order and Select Your “Free and Easy” RCA Award!

Remember, the Award Values Are Extra Special!

Omaha Steaks
Ten RCA “Steak-out '74” certificates can be redeemed for one package of tender, succulent Omaha steaks as follows:
6 (11 oz.) Boneless Strip Sirloins 1 3/8” thick or
8 (6 oz.) Filet Mignons 1 1/4” thick or
8 (8 oz.) Top Sirloins 1 1/4” thick or
6 (8 oz.) Filets of Prime Rib 1” thick.
Choice cuts, generous portions and outstanding flavor!

Compass Binoculars
Perfect for use at the track, at the stadium, in the woods. Field of view is a large 367 Feet at 1000 yards. Hard-coated optics. Complete with case and strap.
FE-3022 Value: $44.95

BULOVA...The watch you wear with pride. Bulova... synonymous with quality, craftsmanship, precision and style.
Oceanographer — Highly contemporary 17 jewel, automatic instant change day/date calendar; depth tested to 333 feet. FE-12604 Value: $110
La Pelle — Stunning feminine timepiece with 23 jewels, 4 diamonds, 10K rolled gold plate case. Adjustable mesh bracelet. FE-55775 Value: $110

Sea King — Stalwart Bulova Sea King, 17 jewel precision timepiece, water-resistant with luminous dial. FE-12280 Value: $65
Concerto — Prettyy sculptured model with 17 jewels. 10K rolled gold plate, stainless steel back and silver dial. FE-63628 Value: $65

Shakespeare Deluxe Spinning Combo Balanced Tackle Set
Shakespeare #2210 Marina Green spinning reel, matching Shakespeare SP-160 6” 6” Wonderod, 200 yards 6-pound monofilament, box of stainless steel hooks and spinning lure. For fresh and light salt-water fishing. FE-8460 Value: $42.00

Spalding Pancho Gonzales “Pro Champ” Tennis Set
Pancho Gonzales “Pro Champ” racket, water-proof racket cover, plus three Pancho Gonzales tennis balls. FE-531663 Value: $18.65
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RCA, Westinghouse Increase Replacement Color Picture Tube Prices

Price increases averaging about 7.5 percent have been announced by RCA for its all-new and rebuilt replacement color TV picture tubes. The price increases, which became effective September 16, average $5.00-$6.00 per tube.

Westinghouse also has increased the prices of its replacement color TV picture tube line an average of $5.00-$6.00 per tube. Westinghouse's price increase became effective August 6.

Rising costs of labor and materials are cited as the reasons for the increases.

Color TV Sales to Dealers Down 5.2% in First Seven Months of '74

The Electronic Industries Association's (EIA) Marketing Services Department has released statistics which reveal that color TV sales to dealers during the first seven months of 1974 were 5.2 percent below sales during the same period last year. These and other EIA-compiled statistics about sales to dealers of other consumer electronic products during the first seven months of 1974 are shown below:

UNIT SALES TO DEALERS
January-July 1974 Vs. Same Period in 1973
(Source: EIA Marketing Services Dept.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>1974</th>
<th>1973</th>
<th>% CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TELEVISION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monochrome</td>
<td>3,190,449</td>
<td>3,558,981</td>
<td>-10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>4,337,656</td>
<td>4,574,940</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL TELEVISION</td>
<td>7,528,105</td>
<td>8,133,921</td>
<td>-7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM</td>
<td>5,835,678</td>
<td>8,268,866</td>
<td>-29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>9,381,961</td>
<td>8,656,090</td>
<td>+ 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>15,217,639</td>
<td>16,924,956</td>
<td>-10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTOMOBILE</td>
<td>5,650,633</td>
<td>7,410,262</td>
<td>-23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL RADIO</td>
<td>20,868,272</td>
<td>24,335,218</td>
<td>-14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHONOGRAPH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable &amp; Table*</td>
<td>1,780,576</td>
<td>2,677,699</td>
<td>-33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Console</td>
<td>407,678</td>
<td>428,319</td>
<td>- 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL PHONOGRAPH</td>
<td>2,188,254</td>
<td>3,106,018</td>
<td>-29.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes compact and component systems.

Zenith Increases Color TV Suggested Retail Prices 10 Dollars

Zenith has upped the suggested retail prices of all models of its present color TV line by $10.00. The price increase, which went into effect September 1, might be followed by further increases during coming months, according to Walter C. Fisher, Zenith executive vice president of sales and marketing.

Price increases of $10-$20 also have been announced by Zenith for its Allegro™ series of audio products, along with increases of $25 to $30 for seven models of its console stereo and four-channel audio products.

PTS Opens New Tuner Service Center in Miami

PTS Electronics, Inc., Indiana-based tuner repair company, recently opened a new TV tuner repair center at 12934 NW 7th Avenue, Miami, Florida.

New Minimum Wage Laws Ease Restrictions on Employment of Full-Time Students

Restrictions are eased on the hiring of full-time students at subminimum wages for part-time and summer jobs as a result of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) amendments which went into effect May 1 of this year.

Secretary of Labor Peter J. Brennan has announced that retail and service employers may now employ up to four full-time students at 85 percent of the minimum wage by filing an application with the Secretary of Labor.
Employers seeking to hire more than four students must still receive prior certification from the Secretary. This is to ensure that student employees do not displace regular full-time workers.

Employers may pay student learners working in bona fide vocational education programs 75 percent of the minimum wage, upon filing proper application with the Secretary.

In all cases, student employment must be in compliance with applicable child labor laws.

Persons needing further information should contact the nearest Employment Standards Administration Wage-Hour Office, listed in most phone books under U.S. Government, Department of Labor.

Independents Honoring Bank Credit Cards Faring Better Than Those Who Do Not Says NFIB Data

Data compiled from 16,000 respondents to a field survey conducted in April by the National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) indicates that in the current inflationary period, which has resulted in high interest rates and an increase in defaulting creditors, independent business firms honoring bank credit cards appear to be faring a little better than those who do not.

According to the NFIB, this might be due to the fact that those who turn their credit problems over to the banks eliminate the need for borrowing at high interest rates to carry accounts, and, at the same time, reduce their costs of billing and escape credit losses, which seemingly are mounting.

Of the entire sample in April, 21.2 percent report a higher profit, 23.2 percent the same profit level, and 44 percent a lower profit level. But of those who accept bank credit cards, 23.1 percent report a higher profit, 25.5 percent the same level, and 37.2 percent a lower profit.

Of the entire sample, 24.7 percent report a drop in dollar volume, while of those accepting credit cards, 23.4 percent report a dollar volume drop.

There also appears to be a more optimistic attitude toward future business conditions among retailers who honor credit cards than among those who do not. Of those accepting cards, 47 percent anticipate improved conditions, as compared to the 39.2 percent who do not honor bank credit cards, and only 9.5 percent of the card-honoring firms anticipate a worsening condition, as compared to 12.8 percent of those who do not honor cards. The two groups are evenly matched as to anticipations of conditions remaining the same.

Superscope Opens New Service Center in Minnesota

The opening of a new company-owned and operated service center in Burnsville, Minnesota, recently was announced by Superscope.

Superscope—which markets audio components and music systems under the Marantz, Superscope and Sony Superscope brand names—also has "full-service" centers in Chicago, Detroit, Boston, New York and Seattle.

The address of the new Superscope service center is: 12004 12th Ave. South, Burnsville, Minn. 55337.

University Sound Opens Midwest Warranty Repair Center

University Sound, Altec Sound Products Division, recently announced the appointment of Electronic Engineers, 1639 W. Evergreen, Chicago, as the midwest center for warranty repair of its electronic and musical sound products.

Weltron Acquired by LCA Corp.

The Weltron Company, Inc., manufacturer of home entertainment electronic products, has been purchased by LCA Corporation, a manufacturer of housewares, home furnishings and lighting products.

RCA Increases Prices of Mobile Communications Products

RCA Mobile Communications Systems increased the prices of its line of two-way radio communications equipment an average of 7 percent, effective September 15.
Did you know hot dip galvanizing costs $0.20 per pound?

ROHN's

No. 25G Tower
Section weights
40# x 20¢ = $8.00
Mfg. Cost

ROHN's

No. 20G Tower
Section weights
30# x 20¢ = $6.00
Mfg. Cost

If you are purchasing towers which are not HOT DIP GALVANIZED your cost should be at least $8.00 or $6.00 less.

IS CET Technical Library

The International Society of Certified Electronic Technicians (IS CET) has established a technical library in Kansas City, Missouri.

The library, called IS CET TECH (Technical Electronic Clearing House), presently is being stocked with service literature for all types of old and contemporary electronic equipment.

Technicians who have service literature they would like to donate to the library or who are in need of service literature for an older model of electronic equipment are invited to contact the supervisor of the library, Henry Golden, CET, 8015 Paseo, Kansas City, Missouri 64131.

Indiana Attorney General Rules That TV License Board Has Authority to Regulate CATV Installers & Technicians

The Attorney General of Indiana, in response to a request from the Indiana Board of Television and Radio Service Examiners, has issued an official opinion that the Board has statutory authority to regulate CATV installers and technicians in that state.

Following this ruling, the Board of Television and Radio Service Examiners held a fact-finding meeting on June 12, to consider the licensing of CATV installers and technicians. Attending this meeting were representatives of the CATV industry in Indiana and the Indiana Electronic Service Association (IESA).

The IESA representative, Edward T. Carroll, CET, Indianapolis, told the Board that IESA favors the licensing of CATV installers and technicians.

The Board presently regulates electronic service business establishments and licenses TV and radio electronic technicians and installers of home antenna installations.

Illinois Association Changes Name, Requires Membership on Company Instead of Individual Basis

The Illinois Diversified Electronics Association, in a quarterly meeting in July, changed its name to The National Electronics Service Dealers Association of Illinois and adopted a new charter which requires that membership be on a company basis instead of individually.

The name of the Association was changed so that members could "more closely align" themselves "with the national association (NESDA) and to give quicker recognition to members wherever they may go in the country."

Indiana Association Elects New Officers

The Indiana Electronic Service Association (IESA), at a meeting on June 9, installed the following new officers: Elbert Powers, CET, president; Dean Moch, CET, Region 1 vice president; Harry L. Robbins, CET, Region 2 vice president; James Candler, Region 3 vice president; Wilmer Lundy, CET, Region 4 vice president; James Smith, Jr., CET, Region 5 vice president; Robert Smith, CET, Region 6 vice president; Claude Desmeules, CET, treasurer; and Edward Paquette, director at large.
the price for moving up to a sweep/function generator just came down to $149.50

Exact now offers a laboratory-quality sweep/function generator at a price you'd pay for less-useful sine-square oscillators. And you'll get so much more out of the new Model 195 than traditional audio test equipment, such as sine, square, triangle and swept waveforms...even pulses.

This new 2 Hz to 200 kHz Instrument is the practical answer to many of your signal source needs, whether you're checking audio equipment, testing bread-boarded circuits or teaching at the high school or college level.

An internal sweep generator lets you sweep, either linearly or logarithmically, the entire audio range of amplifiers or speakers without changing ranges or even touching a knob. The Model 195 has three 1000:1 sweep ranges for frequency sweeping plus high and low level sine outputs with amplitude control. Or you can control the frequency by an external voltage (VCF).

The Model 195 is completely portable, operated by a 9-volt transistor battery, so you can forget 60-Hertz hum problems altogether. An optional rechargeable power supply and charger permits continuous operation from Ni-Cad battery power.

This is a true instrument...developed by one of the world's leading designers and manufacturers of laboratory function generators and frequency synthesizers. Find out what the Model 195 can do on your bench, and move up to a better source of signals.

Price: Model 195 $149.50
Optional rechargeable power supply, complete with battery and charger $25.00 F.O.B. Hillsboro, Oregon. Instruments stocked in 36 locations across the United States.

DANA EXACT electronics, inc.
(A subsidiary of Danalab, Inc.)
BOX 160, HILLSBORO, OREGON 97123
(503) 648-6661 TWX 910-460-8811

In Europe, Africa and the Middle East, contact Danalab International S.A. 119/121, Rue Anatole France 1030, Brussels, Belgium, Tel: 2414550. Telex: 846-23962.

For more details circle 112 on Reader Service Card.
EICO's Test Instruments line is the industry's most comprehensive because each instrument serves a specific group of professional needs. You name the requirement—from a resistance box to a VTVM, from a signal tracer to a scope, from a tube tester to a color TV generator, etc., you can depend on EICO to give you the best professional value. Compare our latest solid state instruments at your local EICO Electronics Distributor, he knows your needs best—and serves your requirements with the best values!

"Build-it-Yourself" and save up to 50% with our famous electronic kits.

For Sale

Large inventory of antique tubes, still in the original "National Union" boxes. Also, an 8-inch Admiral table model TV, chassis 19A11S, manufactured in 1948, in working condition. Please write for details.

ROBERT G. POOHIEE
209 East 4th St.
O'Fallon, Ill. 62269

Recording/Playback head for a Webcor Tape Recorder, Model EP 200-1C. The head can be either new or used.

R. C. SPENCE
2407 Brooklyn Ave.
Parkersburg, W. Va. 26101

Philco Model 37-116 console TV, Spartron Model 589 console TV, Atwater Kent Model 55 table TV, Philco Model 77 console TV, Lyric table model TV, and Motorola Model 9T1T. Also a large quantity of obsolete tubes.

KELLER TV SERVICE
517 W. 1st St.
Fulton, N.Y.

Many old, never used tubes in stock. Please write for details.

LUCKAS ELECTRONICS
43 Covert Ave.
Floral Park, New York 11001

Have 246 radio tubes, dated 1940 and up. Will sell as one lot only. Please write for details.

ROBERT LEIENDECKER
22-10 Ft. McNair
Washington, D.C. 20024


DANIEL SEIDLER
5827 S. Campbell Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60629

Business For Sale

TV service shop, over 20 years in the same location. Retiring for health reasons. Please write for details.

MELS TV & RADIO REPAIR
161 N. W. Main
Blackfoot, Idaho 83221

Established TV & Appliance Sales

Capacitor, approximate size 1 1/2 inches by 3/4 inch. Value: .0005 mfd at 2 kv DC.

GEORGE W. GIFF
R.D. #1
Killeen, Texas 76541

Knight Tape Deck Models KG-415 or KN-4450.

G. CURRY
279 Wallace Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6P3N2


MAR-SAL'S TV SERVICE
84A Farren Ave.
New Haven, Conn. 06513

Instruction manual and/or schematic for Seeburg Juke Box, Model 100 J.

H. R. PERKINS
11211 Sageland
Houston, Texas 77034

Service data and schematic diagram for a Transwave Co., Model TW-50, AM/FM stereo tuner and amplifier.

J. HOWARD MILLER
32 Blue Juniata Drive
Lewistown, Pa. 10744
Avoid serious trouble in color TV sets by using the right replacement capacitor!

This capacitor is GREAT for 90% of your film capacitor replacements. But...it's NOT designed for certain critical applications.

The next time you replace a dipped tubular in one of the newer color TV sets, don't automatically assume you're replacing an ordinary every-day film or paper capacitor. If it happens to be a deflection capacitor used for commutating or S-shaping, you need a polypropylene or polycarbonate film replacement with (1) high a-c current-carrying capability; (2) close capacitance tolerance; (3) good capacitance stability. The standard replacement capacitors used in the industry, even our superior Type PS dipped tubulars, just won't do the job...and they could cause the set to become inoperable again.

Play it safe...dipped tubulars may look alike on the surface, but there can be a big difference in the film dielectric. Keep a supply of Sprague Type PP and PM capacitors on hand for those critical situations where ordinary replacements won't work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sprague Type PP Polypropylene Film Capacitors</th>
<th>Sprague Type PM Polycarbonate Film Capacitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>±5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D x L</td>
<td>PM1-M1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cat. No.</td>
<td>0039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For cross-reference information on close-tolerance polypropylene and polycarbonate film capacitors, showing original part numbers with correct Sprague replacements, ask your Sprague distributor for Cross-Reference Guide C-873, or write to: Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247.

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS

...for more details circle 126 on Reader Service Card
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The material used in this section is selected from information supplied through the cooperation of the respective manufacturers or their agencies.

ADMIRAL

Current TV Models—70 Detent UHF Tuner Selector Knobs

In the parts lists for models using the 70-detent UHF tuners, all four parts of the UHF selector are listed as knobs. Actually, as shown in the illustration, there are two knobs and two indicators. Notice that the tens indicator has numbers 1-8 for the tens digit of channel numbers 14-83, while the units indicator has numbers 0-9 for the units digit of the UHF channel numbers.

The UHF channel selector knob should never be forced past the ends of the band (14 and 83). It is possible not only to break off the posts on the units indicator, but also to break the tuner stops.

Color TV Chassis M10—Picture Tube/Deflection Yoke Replacement

The picture tube used in color TV receivers employing the M10 chassis have a precision yoke permanently bonded to the CRT. Replacement of the picture tube or deflection yoke requires changing the complete assembly. The replacement picture tube, as supplied by the manufacturer, comes complete with the deflection yoke and wiring harness, except for the parts shown in the accompanying illustration.

When you replace the CRT assembly, remove the parts shown in the illustration and reinstall them on the replacement CRT after it has been mounted in the cabinet.

The CRT you return for warranty adjustment must be complete with exactly the same items that come with the replacement CRT you install in its place.

NOTE: Use a Molex pin extractor to remove the pin (Item 10) from the 12-pin Molex connector.

Do not attempt to reposition or remove the deflection yoke from the CRT, because it is permanently bonded to it and serious damage can occur.

The replacement CRT is supplied completely readjusted (purity and convergence) by the tube manufacturer and does not require these adjustments when installed.

MAGNAVOX

Color TV Chassis T995—Quick-On Wiring

Most TV receivers in this year's product line do not have the Quick-On feature. The T995 color TV chassis was originally designed with the Quick-On feature and contains a Quick-On transformer. The function of this transformer is defeated as shown in the illustration. The jumper wire from pin 1 to 7 on P/J 20 of the Interconnect board shorts out the primary winding of the Quick-On transformer, T2, and disables the Quick-On option. The filament voltage to the picture tube is provided by the bottom winding on the power transformer, T1 (Part No. 300316-1). However, the Quick-On transformer must remain in the circuit because its secondary winding serves as a load in series with the picture tube filaments.

In the near future, transformer T1 will be changed to part number 300316-2. At that time, the filament winding of T1 will be 6.3 v AC and will be connected to terminals W14 and W17 of the Interconnect board. Transformer T2 will be eliminated.

Color TV Chassis T995—Vertical Shading Bars

Vertical shading bars beginning at the left side of the raster and attenuating in density toward the center of the screen are caused by inadequate ground contact between the vertical and horizontal members of the chassis. This ground contact is made by a U-shaped clip on the vertical chassis member. When the chassis is placed in the upright position, this clip makes ground contact with the horizontal chassis near the flyback transformer. The problem may be corrected by simply bending the ground clip downward slightly to ensure its contact with the horizontal

continued on page 14
The $197.00 package that solves the toughest ones!

Our most expensive antenna package is one of our best sellers. And that's not too surprising. There are lots of people who live in difficult reception areas who demand the best possible picture quality. And they are willing to pay for it.

To satisfy that demand for excellence in TV reception, antenna dealers who have "tried them all" frequently end up recommending the CW-1001 with Winegard's special high gain, low noise preamp. A great combination that makes the picture look good and makes you look good.

What Makes The CW-1001 Different?

Check These Winegard Features:

- Unique wedge design offers increased signal capture area in a much shorter and more compact antenna.
- VHF vertical beam phasing rejects interferences such as airplane and auto ignition noise.
- Patented UHF driven element assembly and patented parabolic reflector screen provide unprecedented gain in an all band antenna.
- Special lightning protection circuit prevents static electricity build-up and arcing.
- FM control elements allow attenuation of strong FM signals where they interfere with TV reception.
- Choice of 300 or 75 ohm downlead.
- New truss construction with three mast clamps and super strong ellipsoidal booms of special aluminum alloy team up to provide rugged resistance to wind and weather.

Special High Gain, Low Noise Preamps

- Winegard's finest. Designed for the ultimate in deep fringe reception.
- High gain and low noise insures near perfect, snow-free color.
- Two-section high pass filter and switch selectable FM trap.
- Unique lightning protection circuit.
- For 75 ohm downlead only.

This great combination of antenna and preamplifier represents the finest effort of twenty years of Winegard television reception research. See your distributor or write Winegard Company.

* For VHF only, use CW-2002 with AC-913 preamplifier.
member when the chassis is in the upright position. In the future, production will use two ground clips, one on each chassis member. These clips will contact each other when the vertical member is placed in the upright position.

8-Track Stereo Tape Players 1K8869/701404, 05, 06, 23, 24—Motor Replacement

These units are equipped by the manufacturer with one of two different motors and associated starting capacitors, as shown in the accompanying illustration. Before ordering a replacement motor and/or starting capacitor for these units, determine which of the two possible motors and/or starting capacitors are used in the unit you are servicing and use the corresponding manufacturer's part number.

PHILCO-FORD

Monochrome TV Chassis—Service Check of Filament Diode Rectifier 34-8054-23

A number of Philco-Ford monochrome receivers have a solid-state rectifier connected in series with the series-string filaments of the tubes and CRT. (The present part number of this rectifier is 34-8054-23. The part number previously was 34-8054-7.) Because of the action of this half-wave rectifier, the total rectified voltage across the filament string should be considerably less than the 115-120 volt AC line voltage. If the filament diode should become shorted, full line voltage will be applied across the filament string, reducing tube filament life.

Philco-Ford recommends that the filament diode be checked whenever any tubes are replaced, particularly if a tube is being replaced because of filament failure. The diode can be checked by connecting an AC voltmeter between the output of the diode and ground (across the filament string). If the voltmeter reading is equal to or almost equal to the line voltage, the diode should be replaced. Because the rectified output of the half-wave filament rectifier is neither pure DC nor an RMS sine wave, a normal reading will be between 55 and 80 volts, depending on the type of meter used.

An alternative method of checking the filament diode is to turn off the power and measure the forward and reverse resistances of the diode.

Color TV Chassis 222780, 21KT40/41—Buzz or Hum at Low Setting of Volume Control

If hum or buzz is encountered at low levels of volume in any of these chassis, the following procedures should remove or reduce the hum or buzz to a point where it will no longer be objectionable:

1) Remove the blue lead of the volume control cable from lug 2 on terminal B4.
2) Connect a 1K, ½w resistor between lug 2 and the blue lead.
3) Remove the ground lead of the volume cable from lug G96 on the PW panel and reconnect it to lug 5 (ground) on terminal B4.
4) Securely solder ground lug 5 on terminal B4 to the chassis, for improved mechanical grounding.
5) Dress the yellow lead connected between lug M99 (on PW panel) and B4-4 away from filter choke (T2) and at right angles to the choke core, as shown in the accompanying illustration.

MOVING?

Be sure to let us know your new address. Please enclose a complete address label from one of your recent issues.
CHANNEL MASTER PUTS GREAT RECEPTION TO THE TEST!

With the Ultra Hi Crossfire—engineered with the performance that's made the Crossfire Series the world's most powerful and popular antenna—plus a retuned UHF section that delivers constant high gain across the band.

When tested against all other antennas of comparable size and element count, the Ultra Hi Crossfire proves its high standing by outperforming all others—in all critical gain areas! No other antenna in its category can approach the Ultra Hi Crossfire's combined UHF and VHF performance.

Ruggishly engineered with extra heavy duty elements and tough construction, the Ultra Hi Crossfire has the guts to stand the test of the worst wind and weathering conditions possible.

Your Channel Master Distributor has actual results—see for yourself how the Ultra Hi Crossfire stands the test of great reception—and comes out on top of its class!

Channel Master Ultra-Hi Crossfire

...for more details circle 104 on Reader Service Card
An Extraordinary Offer

to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in
ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
for a limited time only you can obtain

ANY3 . . . yours for only 99¢ each
(Combined List Price $45.85) Club Membership

May we send you your choice of any three books on the facing page as part of an unusual offer of a Trial Membership in Electronics Book Club? There are quality hardbound volumes, each especially designed to help you increase your know-how, earning power, and enjoyment of electronics. These handsome, hardbound books are indicative of the many other fine offerings made to Members ... important books to read and keep ... volumes with your specialized interests in mind.

Whatever your interest in electronics—radio and TV servicing, audio and hi-fi, industrial electronics, communications, engineering—you will find Electronics Book Club will help you. With the Club providing you with top quality books, you may broaden your knowledge and skills to build your income and increase your understanding of electronics, too.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This special offer is just a sample of the help and generous savings the Club offers you. For here is a Club devoted exclusively to seeking out only those titles of direct interest to you. Membership in the Club offers you several advantages.

1. Charter Bonus: Take any three of the books shown ... plus the FREE Bonus book worth $7.95 (combined values to $53.80) for only 99¢ each with your Trial Membership.

2. Guaranteed Savings: The Club guarantees to save you at least 25% to 75% on all books offered.

3. Continuing Bonus: If you continue after this trial Membership, you will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book you purchase. Three Certificates, plus payment of the nominal sum of $1.99, will entitle you to a valuable Book Dividend which you may choose from a special list provided members.

4. Wide Selection: Members are annually offered over 50 authoritative books on all phases of electronics.

5. Bonus Books: If you continue in the Club after fulfilling your Trial Membership, you will receive a Bonus Dividend Certificate with each additional Club Selection you purchase. For the small charge of only $1.99, plus three (3) Certificates, you may select a book of your choice from a special list of quality books periodically sent to Members.

6. Prevents You From Missing New Books: The Club's FREE monthly News gives you advance notice of important new books ... books vital to your continued advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to you, through your own experience, that these very real advantages can be yours ... that it is possible to keep up with the literature published in your areas of interest ... and to save substantially while so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described in the FREE monthly Club News. Thus, you are among the first to know about, and to own if you desire, significant new books. You choose only the main or alternate selection you want (or advise if you wish no book at all) by means of a handy form and return envelope enclosed with the News. As part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as few as four books during the coming 12 months. You would probably buy at least this many anyway ... without the substantial savings offered through Club Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting opportunity to enroll on a trial basis ... to prove to yourself, in a short time, the advantages of belonging to Electronics Book Club. We urge you, if this unique offer is appealing, to act promptly, for we've reserved only a limited number of books for new Members.

To start your Membership on these attractive terms, simply fill out and mail the postage-paid airmail card today. You will receive the three books of your choice for 10-day inspection. SEND NO MONEY! If you are not delighted, return the materials within 10 days and your Trial Membership will be cancelled without cost or obligation.

Elections Book Club, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214.
A Realistic Approach To TV Tuner Troubles

Proper cleaning and lubrication plus tuner substitution techniques and knowing when to turn over the tuner to a specialist are the keys to profitable tuner servicing

By Al Friedman

The only real moving part in a TV receiver is the tuner. With families doing so much "channel hopping" these days, the tuner takes quite a beating. It's no wonder, then, that tuners account for so many TV troubles.

Unfortunately, tuner trouble is not particularly easy to spot. It's easy to mistake tuner troubles for IF or AGC troubles, and it is equally easy to mistake trouble in some other circuit for a tuner trouble.

The most common problem caused by tuners is a noisy, or "snowy," picture on one or more channels. Defective tuners can also cause complete loss of sound and picture, picture flashing, picture or sound distortion, picture pulling, or blanking of part of the raster.

CLEANING AND LUBRICATION

Most tuner troubles are caused by dirty or corroded contacts. Therefore, if you suspect tuner trouble, clean and lubricate the tuner thoroughly.

Using an extender tube to spray into the hole that gives access to

The author is president of Chemtronics, Inc.

Fig. 1—The first step in proper tuner cleaning and lubrication: Remove the tuner, open it up and carefully spray all of the contacts with a tuner cleaner. Then wipe with a clean, lint-free cloth.

Fig. 2—The second step in proper tuner cleaning and lubrication: Spray all contacts with a cleaner/lubricant and then rotate the rotor a few times while checking to see that the stator contacts press against the rotor contacts with sufficient pressure to insure a positive contact and a good rubbing (cleaning) action.
New life for the old test jig.

Make it a solid-state tester with our new Sylvania Rig-A-Jig™ CK1900X.

The old test jig you used with tube-set chassis can work full time again. Connect the new Sylvania Rig-A-Jig CK1900X to it and presto—you have a test jig for solid-state and hybrid TV as well.

The Rig-A-Jig CK1900X has a self-contained anode voltmeter, a complete set of yoke programmers, and an internal focus supply.

And, it will give you a close impedance match in receiver deflection circuits for almost any hybrid or solid-state sets you might have to service. And these connections are easy to make with up-front, highly accessible receptacles.

With simple modifications, you can give new life to your old test jig so it can handle sets with 350 to 500 µH SCR sweep, 1 and 3 mH for transformer sweep, or tube and hybrid sets with yoke inductances from 7, 12, and 16 mH. Instruction sheets and set-up manual are also included.

Ask your Sylvania distributor for more information.

Rig-A-Jig CK1900X. The newest addition to the versatile family of Chek-A-Color™ Test Equipment.
the tuning slug is not the best approach. Sometimes it does the job, sometimes it doesn't. Instead, remove the cover from the tuner and spray all contacts thoroughly. Avoid spraying neutralizing capacitors and other critical parts. Rotate the tuner as you spray, to make sure you hit all contact surfaces.

Cleaning and lubricating a dirty tuner is actually a two-step process. Start with an aerosol tuner cleaner, as shown in Fig. 1. Made primarily of freon or fluorinated solvents, these sprays "degrease" the tuner. That is, they dissolve all petroleum-based products such as oil, grease and the residue of tuner lubricants. Aerosol tuner cleaners also wash away dirt and dust and other foreign matter, leaving contacts clean and dry. If you can wipe tuner contacts after spraying with a tuner wash, do so with a soft, dry, clean, lint-free cloth. However, if tuner contact points are inaccessible, don't worry about it. Most tuner cleaners do an excellent job without wiping.

The second step in restoring a tuner is to use a cleaner/lubricant, as shown in Fig. 2. The most effective types of cleaner/lubricants contain silicones, or tiny, hollow, polishing particles. These particles clean contacts until they are shiny, then collapse to prevent abrasion of precious metals. They are excellent for removing sulfurization and corrosion.

Tuner cleaner/lubricants also contain a light, dry, chemically inert lubricant which protects tuner contacts, prolonging the life of the tuner. Laboratory tests reveal that ordinary tuners typically last about 18,000 revolutions before wearing to the point of causing snow in the picture. Properly lubricated tuners last about 40,000 revolutions (more than twice as long) before showing similar signs of wear.

Remember, even the best tuner cleaner is ineffective unless the contact points rub against something. It is the rotor rubbing the cleaner against the stator that produces cleaning action. In many tuners, it is very hard to see whether spring tension is adequate, but with barrel-type tuners, it's easy. Remove the barrel and check the contact springs. If the springs are bent down too far, use a small screwdriver or solder pick to bend them up again. While you have the barrel out, spray each contact strip and each spring with a washing spray. Wipe dry with a clean cloth. Then, re-spray with a good cleaner/lubricant.

In many cases, thorough cleaning restores tuners to like-new performance. Customers who complain of snowy pictures or that they have to wiggle the channel selector knob to get a good picture are pleased to find that you've "made their set operate like new again."

TUBE SUBSTITUTION

If cleaning and lubricating don't do the job, try changing the tuner tubes. Don't bother checking tuner tubes on a tube tester. RF and oscillator tubes frequently check good on a tester but fail to perform in a set. Tube substitution is the only reliable test. In fact, you may have to try several tubes from your cadet before you find one that really operates well.

One word of caution here: If tube substitution restores the tuner to working order, check out the defective tube on a tube tester any-how. You might find that it is gassy or shorted. Shorted and gassy tuner tubes are often accompanied by a resistor that is burned completely open or the value of which has been changed because it has been overheated. Take a few minutes to make a careful visual check of all tuner resistors, to reduce the possibility of a callback.

TROUBLESHOOTING TECHNIQUES

So far, we have dealt with the two most common and easily spotted tuner troubles—defective tubes and dirty contacts. However, more difficult problems do arise. In fact, the tuner is probably the most difficult part of a TV set to service.

Substitution

When you do encounter a difficult TV tuner problem, your first step should be to isolate the problem definitely to the tuner. Otherwise, you might spend a lot of time poking around in the tuner when the problem actually is in one of the IF stages or in the AGC system.

In the past, the only reliable way to isolate a problem to the tuner was to substitute a known good tuner. Today, TV tuner substitution...
units, such as that shown in Fig. 3, do the job better and more easily.

To substitute the tuner subber for the VHF tuner in the TV, disconnect the IF cable from the TV set tuner and connect it to the 40-MHz IF output of the subber. (Most subber manufacturers make this easy by supplying output extension cables.) Connect the antenna lead to the tuner subber input, turn the TV set on and switch through the channels. If the set operates normally with the subber connected, but not with its own tuner, it's a safe bet that the TV tuner is defective. If the subber does not restore normal operation, the tuner in the TV is probably operating normally and the trouble is the AGC, IF, or some subsequent stage. (Tuner subbers can also be used to check out AGC and IF stages.)

You can also check out a UHF tuner with a subber. UHF tuners in today's sets operate in tandem with the VHF tuner. That is, the VHF tuner provides B+ to the UHF tuner and 40-MHz amplification of the UHF tuner output. To localize a trouble to the UHF tuner, disconnect from the VHF tuner the UHF output cable and plug it into the appropriate jack on the tuner subber. Switch the VHF tuner to the "U" position. (The UHF tuner is supplied B+ only when the VHF tuner is in the "U" position.)

Then, connect the tuner subber to the IF cable of the TV and tune the UHF tuner to an operational channel. If the UHF tuner operates normally with the tuner subber but not with the TV VHF tuner, the problem is probably in the 40-MHz amplifier section of the VHF tuner in the TV. If the VHF tuner in the TV operates normally, but the UHF tuner doesn't, even when connected to the subber, the UHF tuner is probably defective.

Allow Yourself 15 Minutes to Find the Fault

Once you isolate the problem to the tuner, you have to decide whether to fix it yourself or to send it to a tuner repair specialist. Your customer might prefer that you fix the tuner yourself, because his set might be restored to operation sooner. On the other hand, tuner repair is not always easy, especially if you don't have the right equipment.

A good, general rule to follow is this: If you can't spot the tuner trouble within 15 minutes, send it to a tuner repair specialist. Otherwise, you might spend an hour or two of your time and then still have to send in the tuner. Besides, your time is worth more than the $10-$15 you pay to have a tuner rebuilt.

Quick Checks

Use your 15 minutes for a quick, visual check of the tuner components. You might notice a relatively obvious problem. Then, use a test socket to make voltage and resistance checks at each of the tube pins. A low value of plate or screen voltage is usually an indication that a capacitor in the plate or screen circuit is leaky or shorted, or that a series resistor has changed value.

Incorrect voltage at the mixer grid means that the oscillator is not operating. The mixer grid voltage in a tube-type tuner usually is between -1.5 to -3.5 volts DC. One of the most common causes of oscillator failure is a faulty plate load resistor. Also, be sure to check out the balun in the tuner input, which is another common source of trouble.

Even if you find the faulty component within 15 minutes, your troubles might not be over. Exact replacement parts for tuners are not always easy to obtain. And some tuner electrical components also are very hard to obtain.

Solid-state tuners, UHF tuners and foreign-built tuners are particularly difficult to service. You're probably better off sending these tuners to a specialist after only the most superficial checks.

Repair Precautions

When replacing tuner components, cut lead lengths to match exactly those of the original part. Solder in the new part very carefully, keeping all lead dress exactly as you found it. Moving coils or leads even a little can cause serious detuning, especially in UHF tuners.

PREPARING THE TUNER FOR SHIPMENT TO A SPECIALIST

If you do decide to send the tuner to a tuner repair specialist, remove it very carefully. Don't unsolder leads. Clip them carefully, leaving a little of each colored wire on the terminals. Otherwise, you'll have to mark each lead or make a drawing which shows where each lead is to be connected when the tuner is reinstalled.

Don't send mounting brackets with the tuner. Remove the brackets and fasten them securely to the chassis.

Do send the tubes along with the tuner. Remove them from their sockets, wrap them carefully and package them so they won't break. If you don't send the tubes, or if the tubes break in transit, the tuner repair specialist will have to substitute new ones.

PROFITABLE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Every tuner should be cleaned and lubricated at least once a year. You should offer to perform this service on every call you make.

Whether the original problem was a faulty tuner or a burned out fuse, your first responsibility is to get the set operating again. Once you've accomplished this, simply ask the customer if he or she wants the tuner cleaned. Explain that you will do a thorough, two-step job of degreasing and then lubricating his tuner, so that it will once again operate smoothly.

The charge for this extra service should be $4.00 to $6.00. Normally, it will take you about 10 minutes and 50 cents worth of spray (washer and cleaner/lubricant) to do the job properly. Most customers are willing to pay for this extra service because the results are so obvious. The channel selector turns more smoothly and "snow" tends to "melt" away.

Don't skimp on the sprays you use. Use high-quality electronic chemicals. The few cents you think you save using so-called bargain sprays are definitely not worth what you will lose in call-back time and reputation. □
New in Color TV for 1975—Part II  By The ET/D Editorial Staff

Last month, in the first of a series about the new color TV's for 1975, the composition and general features of the 1975 color TV lines were presented. Beginning in this, the second part of the series, the new and significantly changed circuitry in the chassis of each manufacturer's new line will be analyzed, starting with General Electric.

Six chassis are used in GE's color TV line: The YA and MC chassis are new, modular, all-solid-state types. (The design of the "M" series chassis is similar to that of the MA chassis, which was introduced in 1973.) The MB-'75 and QB are carry-over chassis with some circuit changes. Chassis CD and HE are carry-over hybrid types without any significant changes. Many of the YA circuits are similar to those in the JA/QA chassis.

Modules in which major circuit modifications have been made have been assigned new catalog reference numbers to provide identification in the field.

YA CHASSIS

The new YA chassis employs seven plug-in modules, on which are contained approximately 90 percent of the electric components in the TV receiver.

All five of the integrated circuits used in the YA chassis plug into sockets, to simplify troubleshooting of the chassis. (An additional IC is used in the Automatic Color Averaging and 3.58-MHz subcarrier circuits, compared to the four used in the JA/QA chassis.) Other components which plug into sockets include the audio- and horizontal-output transistors, the high-voltage rectifier and the B+ and AC fuses.

Some of the circuits in the YA chassis are almost identical to those in the discontinued JA and QA chassis. (These chassis were equipped with a large, "standard" circuit board. Adaptation of the "basic" JA and QA chassis to the different sizes of picture tubes and nonstandard features of the various models in which these chassis were used was accomplished by plug-on modules.)

Quadline™ Picture Tube

The new Quadline™ picture tube used with the YA chassis is equipped with a shorter in-line gun assembly, a slotted shadow mask and a phosphor screen with alternate red, green and blue vertical stripes of phosphor which extend from the top of the screen to the bottom (Fig. 1). In addition, a light-absorbing layer of black material (called a black matrix) is deposited on the inside of the faceplate. This layer has tiny, rectangular open areas (represented in Fig. 1 by the staggered rows of groups of three rectangles) through which the three in-line electron beams excite their respective phosphor stripes. The electron beams (represented in Fig. 1 by broken lines) are larger than the matrix openings in the horizontal direction and smaller in the vertical direction.

The gun assembly of the Quadline™ picture tube is smaller because the need for a convergence yoke assembly has been eliminated by the use of a toroidal-wound yoke which is equipped with windings for both deflection and dynamic convergence. Elimination of the convergence yoke assembly, in turn, has eliminated the need for convergence pole pieces in the in-line gun assembly, thereby making possible a shorter picture tube neck.

The purity and static convergence magnets have been combined on one assembly, which is positioned on the picture tube neck so that the static convergence magnet pole pieces are placed over the space between the focus electrode and second anode.

The arrangement of the phosphors in vertical stripes has eliminated purity problems caused by misregistration of the beam in the vertical direction. Consequently, purity correction is required only in the horizontal direction. (To avoid decentering the raster vertically, move the purity magnet tabs an equal amount, and not more than 45 degrees from the vertical plane.)

The purity magnet/static convergence assembly has two sets of static convergence magnets. These are used only for static convergence at the center of the screen. (The convergence at the edges of the raster is accomplished by four dynamic adjustments on the convergence module.) The two magnets of one set move the corresponding outside beams vertically (Fig. 2A), and the two of the other set move the corresponding outside beams horizontally (Fig. 2B).

The small scanning lines on the screen and the horizontal rows of slots in the aperture mask can visually "beat" together, causing intensity modulation which produces weaving lines called moiré. If the moiré pattern is too noticeable,
How to crack the Japanese original equipment transistor problem.

Until now, there wasn’t much you could do about the long delays in getting original transistor replacements for Japanese TV and audio equipment. IR has changed the picture. Now you can speed customer service with IR’s DK22 Kit of 31 OEM transistors most often called out by Sony, Panasonic, Hitachi, JVC, Pioneer and Toshiba, and for many sets made in Japan for Sears, Penney’s, Montgomery Ward and others.

These are not “Universal Replacements.” They are exactly the same parts used in original equipment. They’re made in Japan, but are now as close to you as your local IR Distributor. Each DK22 Kit contains one each of the 31 types listed in the box at right to put exact replacements right at your fingertips.

Last year, more Japanese-built TV’s were sold in this country than any single U.S. brand. And the same transistors are used in Japanese stereos, tape recorders and other entertainment equipment. Crack this last-growing, lucrative service market with a DK22 Kit. Call your local IR Distributor today. You’ll get a $42.78 value for only $34.23... less than the price you’d pay Japanese factory distributors.

DK22 Kit Japanese Transistors:

- 2SA495
- 2SC372
- 2SC321B
- 2SC35B
- 2SC719
- 2SA664A
- 2SC372
- 2SC35B
- 2SC717
- 2SB186
- 2SC372
- 2SC35B
- 2SC712
- 2SB187
- 2SB367A
- 2SB405
- 2SB365A
- 2SB474
- 2SB373
- 2SB372
- 2SB364A
- 2SB495
- 2SC403A
- 2SC454B
- 2SC662A
- 2SB481
- 2SC468B
- 2SC682A

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
Semiconductor Division,
233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California 90245. Phone (213) 678-6281
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slight adjustment of the **HEIGHT** control should reduce it. Adjusting the **FOCUS** control for good highlight focus will moderate any tendency of moiré at the edges of the raster.

**YA VHF Tuner**

The VHF tuner used in this chassis is a turret type equipped with a MOSFET amplifier, as in the JA/ QA color TV chassis. The VHF input impedance of the tuner is 75 ohms.

**Custom Picture Control**

A new **Custom Picture Control** is featured in conjunction with the **One-Touch Color** system on many of the large and small-screen receivers in GE's 1975 color TV line, including those which are equipped with the YA chassis.

The One-Touch Color circuit consists of the color, tint, and brightness control circuits. These same circuits are used whether the TV set is placed in "manual" or "automatic" operation (determined by the position of the Auto button), but separate sets of controls for each function are used in the two modes of operation. If the "automatic" controls are switched in, the "manual" controls are switched out of the circuit, and vice versa.

The **Custom Picture Control** permits balanced adjustment of contrast, brightness and color. Once each of the controls have been adjusted for the desired ratio of contrast, brightness and color, this ratio will remain constant during subsequent adjustments of the **Custom Picture Control**.

A differential-pair gain-control circuit is used in the video amplifier circuit. This circuit allows DC control of video amplification, permitting the **Custom Picture Control** to vary the contrast, brightness, and color simultaneously.

The DC-controlled gain circuit used in the YA chassis is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a current source (transistor Q325), a differential pair (Q320 and Q330), and a DC feedback circuit, which includes transistor Q335. Transistor Q325 is the current source for both Q320 and Q330. When Q320 and Q330 conduct equally, one-half of the current through Q325 flows through Q320, and the other half flows through Q330. The video signal is coupled to the base of Q325, and one-half of the video signal flows through Q320 and is bypassed back to the power supply, but the half that flows through Q330 is coupled to the final video stages.

The bias of Q320 is fixed at about 7.7 volts, but the voltage at the base of Q330 is controlled by the setting of the **Custom Picture Control**. When this voltage is low, Q330 conducts very little and the majority of the video signal is bypassed through Q320 to the power supply. The signal fed to the final video stages will be small, and the picture will have low contrast. When the voltage is high, Q330 conducts more, and most of the video signal will be fed to the final video stages, and the picture contrast will be high.

The collector of Q330 is connected to the base of Q335, and the emitter of Q335 is connected through resistor R343 to the base of Q330. This inverse DC feedback stabilizes the operation of the circuit.

The **DC restoration circuit** (Fig. 4) includes capacitor C348, diode Y345, resistor R352, and the BRIGHTNESS control. The composite video signal has positive-going sync pulses. Capacitor C348 charges through Y345 on the tips of the sync pulses and creates a DC voltage at the base of Q345 which is proportional to the peak value of the sync pulses. This DC voltage, along with the AC video signal, is amplified by the succeeding stages. Since the circuit operates on peak sync pulse value, the amount of DC restoration can be more than 100 percent because the voltage difference between the sync pulse tips and the black level varies with signal amplitude. For example, if the video signal has a 2-volt p-p value, the voltage between the pulse tips and black level is 0.5 volts. If the video signal drops to 1 volt p-p, the difference between the pulse tips and black level is only 0.25 volts. If the black level was set properly on the 2-volt p-p signal, the picture will appear too dark on the 1-volt p-p signal. Resistor R352 "softens" the DC restoration and allows capacitor C348 to charge closer to the actual black level. This alleviates the problem of excess DC restoration. The BRIGHTNESS control varies the voltage at the junction of R352 and R391, allowing the screen black level to be set according to the customer's preference. The BRIGHTNESS CENTERING control, R374, varies the range of the BRIGHTNESS control.

The **Custom Picture Control circuit**, Fig. 5, provides a means of...
varying a DC voltage which controls video gain, chroma gain, brightness, and the Automatic Color Averaging Circuit (ACAC). These circuits are all DC-controlled and are interconnected by resistors R358, R372, R375, and R377, in the emitter circuit of Q355. The Custom Picture Control is connected to the base of transistor Q355 by coil L360. Changes in the base voltage of Q355 are fed to the video, chroma, brightness and color averaging circuits through Q355 and the resistors.

**Automatic Color Averaging Circuit (ACAC)**

Color intensity variations from channel to channel are partly improved by the Automatic Color Control circuit (ACC). The ACC circuit operates on the burst level, and the ratio of burst to chroma level is not the same from channel to channel; consequently, some color variations continue to be present. The YA chassis has a second automatic correction circuit to minimize these variations. It is called the Automatic Chroma Averaging Circuit (ACAC).

The ACAC circuit detects the average amplitude of the chroma signal and adjusts the chroma gain to provide a more consistent color level, as shown in Fig. 6. The base of the ACAC transistor, Q280, receives the chroma signal from the emitter of Q230. The collector of Q280 is connected through R280 to the control terminal of integrated circuit IC210. Resistor R283 and R284 cause the base of Q280 to be biased below its conduction point. The emitter of Q280 is coupled to the Custom Picture Control circuit by R375, allowing the Custom Picture Control to set the threshold point at which Q280 will conduct. When the chroma signal at the base of Q280 reaches the threshold point, Q280 will conduct and its collector voltage will decrease, lowering the voltage at pin 3 of IC210. This decreases the color gain. The circuit time constants are such that instantaneous color level changes will not change the gain. Only long-term changes will cause the circuit to operate, and the average color level will be more consistent.

**"M" SERIES CHASSIS**

The design of the "M" series chassis is similar to that of the basic MA chassis and includes the following features:

- "Grouped" construction of the main chassis, which permits removal of individual functional assemblies.
- Plug-in connectors, used in interconnecting wiring.
- Easy access to components, test points and adjustment controls.
- Individual plug-in modules.

**Service Adjustment Controls (MC and MB-75 Chassis)**

The service adjustments are placed in the same locations as they are on the MB chassis, with the following exceptions on the MB-75 and MC chassis.

- The service switch is eliminated, and the gray scale is set up by viewing the full raster.
- The Chroma set, range, and tint centering controls have been eliminated because of the AUTO-ADJUSTMENT controls, which are customer accessible.
- A new regulation circuit, which is non-adjustable, eliminates the HIGH-VOLTAGE control.

**Circuit and Component Modifications (MC Chassis)**

A new version of the Low-Voltage Regulator Module, No. EP93X80, is used in the MC chassis. A diode and capacitor have been added to provide a different 200-volt source, which is necessary in the MC chassis circuitry. This module will function in early "M" series chassis, but the older No. EP93X43 module will not function properly in an MC chassis.

The power supply will be stocked as a complete assembly, but the new power transformer will be available separately.

The Video Low Level Module, No. EP93X74, supersedes the EP93X38 version used on the MB chassis.

A new Signal Interconnect Board is used on the MC chassis, to accommodate the new secondary controls and the 200-volt B+ distribution circuits. The new board is not interchangeable with other "M" boards because of the deletion of the High-Voltage Regulator Module.

A new Vertical Module, EP93X75, replaces previous versions of the vertical module. Many changes have been made in the vertical circuitry, to provide better reliability. The new vertical module can be modified for use in earlier chassis.
by clipping open one lead of 1-
megohm resistor R730, to electrically
remove it from the circuit.

Constant Voltage Power
Transformer (CVT) (MC Chassis)

The power supply assembly in
the MC chassis physically resembles
that in the MB chassis, but a
closer inspection will reveal a num-
ber of changes. The CVT power
transformer is taller than a conven-
tional type and it has a 3.5-mfd,
bell capacitor strap-mounted (with two screws) to the
right side of the power supply chas-
is.

The constant voltage power trans-
former self-regulates all of its sec-
ondary voltages. Its primary and
secondary windings are loosely
coupled by assembling the windings
to separate legs of the core, as
shown in Fig. 7. The regulating cir-
cuit consists of an additional wind-
ing connected to the secondary of
the transformer, with an AC capac-
itor shunted across both of the
windings.

For self-regulation, a power
transformer must operate in a non-
linear manner. The secondary volt-
age must not change even though
the primary voltage changes. This is
accomplished with the constant volt-
age transformer, shown electrically
in Fig. 8. The primary and sec-
ondary windings are isolated by wind-
ing them separately, with magnetic
shunts between them. When a vol-
tage is applied to the primary wind-
ing, current flows and flux is es-
established, as in the conventional
transformer, but, in addition, the
shunts establish a path for some of
the primary flux to return to the
primary without coupling to the
secondary, and for some of the
secondary flux to return to the sec-
ondary without coupling to the
primary. This isolates the primary
from the secondary winding. When
a capacitor is shunted across the
total secondary, a capacitive current
will flow through the entire sec-
ondary winding and a flux will be es-
ablished which will add in-phase flux with the primary flux under
the secondary winding. This action
causes the core under the secondary winding to saturate without saturat-
ing the core under the primary wind-
ing, making the device a non-linear
transformer. Under a normal load,
the saturated secondary will main-
tain a constant output voltage over
a wide range of primary voltages,
and the unsaturated primary does
not draw excessive line current.

If AC line voltage is applied to
the MC chassis through a variable
auto-transformer, the AC output at
the secondary of the power trans-
former will be a sine wave when
the input voltage is between zero
and approximately 2 volts. When
input voltage is increased above this
level, the output waveshape is a
modified square wave, and remains
so, with only increases in amplitude,
as the line voltage increases to 130
volts AC.

With 70 volts AC applied to the
primary of the transformer, its core
under the secondary winding is
nearly saturated, and the 140-volt
DC supply is 80 percent of its rated
value. At 105 volts AC, the
core is saturated and remains satu-
rated during any further increases
in primary voltage.

Voltage regulation of the power
supply is approximately 3 percent
from 105 volts AC to 130 volts AC.
If the line voltage changes, the out-
put voltage will stabilize in about
1.5 Hz.

This power transformer provides
high attenuation of high-frequency
voltage surges that enter the pri-
mary winding.

Troubleshooting the Low-Voltage
Power Supply (MC Chassis)

If the correct meter is not em-
ployed when measuring the square-
wave AC output voltages of the
CVT, incorrect meter readings will
be obtained. The AC circuits used
in VTVM's read peak or peak-to-
peak voltages, regardless of the
waveform of the voltage being mea-
ured. When measuring a square-
wave voltage, the RMS scale of a
VTVM will be inaccurate, because
it was calibrated for a sine wave.
The peak-to-peak VTVM scale is
accurate, but it is not a normal
practice to use this scale when mea-
suring power transformer voltages.

Use a meter that will accurately
measure the RMS of any AC volt-
age. Since this feature usually is
found only in laboratory type me-
ters, the next best is a VOM, which
is usually non-peak-reading and
measures the average value of an
AC voltage. (All AC voltages in
the MC chassis are measured with
a VOM and will be marked and so

![Fig. 7—The primary and secondary windings of the Constant Voltage Transformer are loosely coupled by assembling the windings to separate legs of the core. Courtesy of General Electric.](image)

![Fig. 8—Schematic diagram of the power supply used in General Electric's MC color TV chassis. Courtesy of General Electric.](image)
indicated on the MC chassis schematic diagram.)

High-Voltage System (MC Chassis)

There are significant differences between the high-voltage system in the MC chassis and that used in the MB chassis. These differences are found in the high-voltage generation and regulation circuits, which produce 30 kv of picture tube second anode voltage.

A quadrupler is used for the high-voltage multiplier, instead of the tripler used in the MB chassis. The quadrupler functions the same as the tripler, except that there are two additional diodes and capacitors in the multiplier, to produce the higher level of second anode voltage needed by the picture tube used with the MC chassis.

Boost Voltage Source (MC Chassis)

Another diode at the input of the high-voltage multiplier (same as Y1661 in the MB chassis) rectifies the negative portion of the flyback pulse to produce a voltage at Terminal 6 of T1700, which is filtered by R1626 and C1661 (Fig. 9), to achieve the 650 volts from the flyback system. The voltage is then boosted by 200 volts through R1628, to produce a total boost voltage of 850 volts. This replaces the function of Y1601, R1602 and C1602 in the MB chassis.

High-Voltage Regulation (MC Chassis)

A saturable reactance high-voltage regulator system is used in the MC chassis, eliminating the need for the Error Amp/High-Voltage Regulator Module used on the MB chassis.

Regulation of the 30-kv second anode voltage is achieved by the Saturable Reactor, T1704, which has three separate windings, as shown in Fig. 9. The control winding is in series with the primary of the high-voltage transformer (T1700) and the 143-volt DC supply to the collector of the horizontal-output transistor, Q1701. A second winding is in parallel with the primary winding of the high-voltage transformer, and the third winding is in series with the horizontal coils of the deflection yoke.

When current flow is increased through the control winding, saturation increases in the core and the inductance of each of the three windings is reduced. If the current is reduced, the inductances will increase.

If the load on the horizontal system is increased by increasing the brightness level of the picture, current flow is increased through the high-voltage transformer primary and the control winding of T1704. The increase in current increases the saturation of the saturable reactor core, thus lowering the inductance of the shunt winding. This, in turn, lowers the total primary circuit inductance, because the primary and shunt windings are in parallel. The lower inductance of the primary circuit shortens the retrace time. This narrows the flyback pulse and increases its amplitude, to maintain a constant high voltage. The inductance of the series winding is also lowered when core saturation is increased. This lower impedance in the yoke circuit increases the yoke current, to maintain correct sweep width. If the brightness is reduced to decrease the load on the horizontal system, the opposite of the preceding occurs.

Because of capacitive effects in the saturable reactor, the control winding has a tendency to ring. Capacitor C1708 lowers the resonant frequency of the control winding, to minimize ringing, and diode Y1701 clamps any residual pulses.

The 143-volt supply is filtered by capacitors C1702A and C1702B and coil L1702. An interlock, between the bridge rectifier and the filter, is opened whenever the high-voltage transformer is disconnected from its receptacle. This protects transistor Q1701 from having 143-volts applied to its collector through the shunt winding of transformer T1704. Resistor R1711 limits current through the shunt winding, and the ferrite bead on the emitter lead of Q1701 suppresses a small "hause" at the left side of the screen.

Boost Voltage Regulation (MC Chassis)

Boost voltage regulation is achieved in the MC chassis by selecting the correct value of resistor R1628 (82 K ohm, 2w). Beam electron flow is through two paths: One is through the anode, the multiplier, the tertiary winding, R1626, all of the screen controls and R1627. The other path is through the anode, the multiplier, the clamp diode and R1628. Since the resistance of R1628 (82 K ohms) Is less than the total resistance of the other electron path (873 K ohms), most of the beam current will flow through R1628. When the beam current increases, boost voltage increases, but the B+ voltage added to the boost is reduced by the voltages.
age drop across R1628 (caused by the increased beam current), and the total boost voltage is regulated.

The width of the picture is adjusted by selecting the proper tap on series-connected coils L1613, L1614, L1615, and L1616. These coils replace width coil L1613 in the MB chassis.

Because the high-voltage regulation circuit causes the width of the picture to remain constant, the picture height also must be regulated, to maintain the correct aspect ratio. The 23-volt regulated supply provides a “stiff” regulated current source through R730 to the collector of Q702.

Picture Tube

Picture tube type 25VDCP22 is used in the MC chassis. It is constructed of special X-ray absorbent glass “tailored” to the high-voltage capability of the chassis.

You will find X-ray glass certification bars molded in the glass on the funnel and face panel of the picture tube.

Replace the picture tube only with a tube of the same type and number with the three molded bars on the face panel and funnel.

QB Chassis

The QB chassis is the next generation of the QA chassis. The QB, like the QA chassis, features all-solid-state circuitry, a horizontal centering control, and 100-percent restoration of the video signal.

![Fig. 10—Simplified schematic diagram of the new high-voltage transformer used in the QB chassis. Courtesy of General Electric.](image-url)

Only the 19-inch (diagonal) screen size is offered in the QB line.

The picture tube second anode voltage has been increased to 29.5 kv, and is not adjustable. The horizontal circuitry remains relatively unchanged from that in the QA chassis, although there are some minor modifications to the high-voltage transformer. A new winding is added to the high-voltage transformer (between pins 1 and 2), as shown in Fig. 10. Also, coil L1000 and resistor R1001, a network in series with the yoke, have been eliminated.

The output of the vertical amplifier has been increased to meet the sweep demands made necessary by the increased high voltage. The vertical amplifier is directly coupled to the yoke. To increase the current applied to the yoke, the voltage swing across the yoke has been increased. This is accomplished by increasing the B- (to -33 volts) and replacing the vertical-output transistor pair with transistors capable of handling the increased voltage swing.


Increase Your Profits With a Color Tube Center

The Original Franchise TV Tube Rebuilders

The expanded factory operation has increased our output. We are looking for installers. We are looking for distributors.

DELTA-BENCO-CASCADE INC., 40 COMET AVENUE, BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14216 (716) 874-6570

To help introduce our new MATV sales campaign, we would like to give you two of our indoor directional couplers. One tap, 75 ohm. A 20 dB tap will be sent unless otherwise specified.
We’re making it our business to make your business easier.

**General Electric’s STC program.**

It takes the ‘Tough’ out of ‘Tough Dog’ service.

S. stands for our new Symptom Repair Manual. It was created for you by GE to deal with the most common faults. It lists a variety of symptoms. And then tells you what to check and in what order.

T. stands for our Troubleshooting Flow Charts. If a particular problem was not found by using the Symptom Repair Manual, these charts will take you through a logical sequence of checks to locate the faults.

C. stands for time-consuming Circuit Analysis. If you follow the ‘S’ and ‘T,’ in most cases you will never have to get to ‘C.’ With these two service aids you can quickly diagnose 95% of all General Electric TV service problems. Using them will save you time, money and aggravation. And needless to say, they’ll help you generate a lot of good will and build your reputation for fast, reliable service.

The Symptom Repair Manual is available for a $1.00 handling charge. To receive your copy or details of GE service subscription plans, write “Dutch” Meyer, GE Television Receiver Products Department, Portsmouth, Va. 23705; or call collect (804) 484-3521.

**STC. A service technician’s best friend.**

**GENERAL ELECTRIC**

... for more details circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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Balancing Channels In MATV Systems
By James E. Kluge

For consistently good picture quality from channel to channel, the signal levels of individual channels must be balanced relative to each other.

Complaints about poor picture quality from an MATV system can, in a large number of cases, be attributed directly to an unbalanced signal-level condition somewhere in the system. The importance of balancing, or equalizing, signal levels in multichannel MATV systems cannot be overstressed. Carelessness and/or lack of concern in establishing and maintaining a close balance between channel-to-channel signal levels will, more than likely, cost you some rework, call-back time and possible follow-on business.

The Importance of Equalization
Equalizing the signals in a multichannel MATV system is important, necessary, easily accomplished and should not be ignored or in any way underestimated by the designer or installer.

Balancing signal levels, or equalizing as it is sometimes called, is essential to good color-TV picture viewing from an MATV system.

Most MATV systems include one or more amplifiers somewhere in the system. Depending on the system size, complexity and the reception area, the system may include antenna preamps, booster couplers, single-channel AGC amplifiers, distribution amplifiers, line-extender amplifiers and, finally, the TV set itself.

Types of Attenuation
Signal levels in the system will be attenuated by 1) cable and tilt compensators as a function of frequency, by 2) splitters as a function of splitter loss, by 3) any component through which the signal must pass as a function of feedthru loss, and by 4) taps as a function of isolation loss. Amplifiers in the system may have a built-in slope control, or tilt compensator, which varies the amplifier gain as a function of frequency.

All of these effects cause wide variations in signal levels from channel to channel throughout the system (i.e., from antenna to tap). By maintaining relatively close balance at every juncture in the system, the signal levels will be easier to control and maintain.

Antenna/Headend Equalization
For best results, initial equalization should be accomplished somewhere between the antenna and the first multichannel or broad-band amplifier. Typically, equalization is accomplished at the headend, ahead of any distribution amplifiers. If done properly, from that point on only tilt compensators should be required.

If antenna preamplifiers are required, try to use single-channel preamps; otherwise, see to it that the signal levels at the preamplifier input are reasonably uniform (i.e., within 6 dB).

Many of the amplifiers used in MATV systems have a relatively narrow range of input levels. Exceeding the maximum input causes cross modulation or sync compression, either of which deteriorates picture quality. Too low an input level tends to deteriorate the signal-to-noise ratio and fails to take advantage of the maximum output capability designed into the amplifier. With unbalanced channel levels applied to the input of a broad-band amplifier, one channel could be overdriving the amplifier, while another channel is well below the amplifier's maximum input-signal-handling capability.

Keeping the levels of all the channels balanced ideally to ±1 dB but at worst to within 6 dB of each other, particularly at the input of any amplifiers, will assure fewer problems, higher efficiency and a better overall performance from the MATV system.

Antenna
Signals from the antenna might vary widely depending on the antenna gain, orientation, distance from the transmitter and reception conditions (i.e., weather, terrain, or time of day). The "antenna" might consist of 1) several antennas oriented in various directions, 2) a single broad-band VHF/UHF antenna, 3) a stacked array of single-channel antennas or 4) a combination of any of these. In multiple-antenna arrays, some antennas might require preamps to boost weak signal levels. Strong local signals might have to be attenuated, to bring their levels more into line with the preamp outputs.

Fig. 1—Ultra-Plex® headend, comprised of power panels and strip amplifiers, offers unlimited capability to number of channels received or TV sets supplied in MATV systems. Signal separators split both low-band, high-band and UHF signals four ways, for strip-amplifier inputs. VHF/UHF separator coupler combines VHF and UHF outputs into one 75-ohm trunk line.

The author is a technical editor for the Winegard Company
Headend

Some signal balancing at the antenna might be desirable in small systems not equipped with a headend. Where a headend exists, route the signals from the antennas and/or preamps to the headend location.

At the headend, each channel should be separated and equalized with plug-in pads, to bring their levels to within ±1 dB of each other. Then they can be amplified using single-channel strip amplifiers and then recombined for distribution throughout the system. If properly done, all the signal levels at the output of the headend will be within ±1 dB of each other.

Distribution

From here on, all the signals travel over a single coaxial cable which attenuates the high-frequency channels more than the low-frequency ones. Tilt compensators will adequately correct this type of unbalance. The next amplifier may be a line-extender or it may be the tuner in the TV set. If it's the tuner in the TV (a "single-channel" amplifier), most sets have AGC and accept a wide range of input-signal levels. However, for good-quality TV, voltage levels supplied to the set should not be below 0 dBmV (1000 microvolts) or exceed +40 dBmV, although many sets can handle levels as low as -20 dB or as high as +50 dBmV (316 mv).

On the other hand, broad-band amplifiers are not equipped with AGC (unless a pilot carrier is employed). AGC is commonly used in tunable or single-channel amplifiers, but in broad-band amplifiers, in which more than one channel is amplified, the AGC circuit would have no way of knowing which channel it should control. Because all channels go off the air from time to time, a pilot carrier serves as an AGC reference level.

Line-extender amplifiers fall in the category of broad-band amplifiers, are usually not equipped with AGC and cannot tolerate as much input-signal-level variation as amplifiers equipped with AGC. In these applications, it becomes imperative that all channels be reasonably balanced. If all channels leaving the headend are balanced and AGC'd, then cable loss is the only significant factor contributing to channel-to-channel unbalance. By employing tilt compensators at the line-extender inputs, channel balance is maintained and the distribution system requires no other equalization.

Tilt Compensation

Tilt compensators inserted ahead of the line-extender input will compensate for signal tilt caused by nonlinear cable attenuation (i.e., higher losses at the higher frequencies). Having just the opposite characteristic, tilt compensators attenuate the low-frequency channels more than the high-frequency channels. If the system were initially equalized, this restores the balance to all channels. After each several hundred feet of coaxial cable, signal tilt should be corrected.

Failure to compensate for tilt results in the low-band levels being excessively higher than the high-band levels. Such a condition might overload a broad-band amplifier at the low-band frequencies. Sometimes, in an attempt to find a solution to this problem, uniform attenuation (pads) or larger amplifier spacings are employed to drop the level of channel 2 down to the amplifier input-level capability. Neither method provides a positive solution; instead, the use of pads attenuates all channels, including the high bands, which are already too low, and larger amplifier spacings simply aggravate the signal-tilt situation. Either approach to the problem causes the high-band signals to exit the amplifier at a level well below its maximum-output-capability level. This represents an inefficient use of line amplifiers plus causes low average line levels, both of which are detrimental to good MATV quality and performance.

Antenna Equalization

Variations in channel-to-channel signal strengths at the antenna are many and varied. Most problems can be corrected by proper selection of antennas and application of preamps or couplers.

Stacking identical single-channel antennas will increase the capture area, front-to-back ratio and gain. It will also narrow the beam width, to reduce fading and ghosts.

Employing an antenna-mounted preamp can bring a weak, distant channel up to the levels of local channels.

Channel-control couplers permit multiple antennas to be coupled into a single downlead. Any coupled antenna receiving an excessively strong local signal can then be padded down to a level comparable to the others by inserting, in the channel-control coupler, one of eight values of plug-in attenuator pads, which range from 0 to 20 dB of attenuation.

Headend Equalization

In cases where equalization at the antenna is not feasible, it should be accomplished at the headend or at least at a point preceding the first broad-band distribution amplifier. Equalizing at this point has the added advantage of being able to correct for the nonlinear attenuation of the coaxial downlead at different TV frequencies. For long downleads, tilt compensators might have application.

For example, Winegard offers...
MATV designers three choices of methods to equalize signals ahead of the distribution amplifier(s). Each method allows you the flexibility to choose the exact value of attenuation for each channel received after the equipment has been specified and installed. By selecting one of eight values of plug-in attenuators, signal levels can be balanced to a closely predetermined value.

**Ultra-Plex® Panels**

Ultra-Plex®, one of the three Winegard methods, is a solid-state, 82-channel, modular, plug-in distribution system. It gives the installer flexibility and complete signal control. Signal equalization is accomplished by inserting attenuator pads into the single-channel or broad-band strip amplifiers (Fig. 1). Using single-channel amplifiers, any individual channel may be attenuated in eight steps, from 0 to 20 dB, by inserting the appropriate pad.

Ultra-Plex® consists of a power panel with provision for plugging in one to four single-channel strip amplifiers (or broad-band amplifiers or converters). Input to each strip amplifier provides for a plug-in attenuator pad, making signal balancing simple. Unless single-channel antennas are employed with individual downleads, a four-way signal separator, mounted on the power panel, splits the multichannel signal from the single antenna downlead and feeds it to each strip amplifier input. Because they are single-channel amplifiers, they will only accept the channel to which they are tuned (and part of the adjacent-channel bandpass), excluding all others. Their outputs are combined in the power panel and made available at the output jack. For monitoring purposes, the combined outputs are attenuated 40 dB and made available at a monitor jack. A booster panel, in a similar configuration, will accommodate four plug-in, non-AGC strip amplifiers, to provide, when needed, single-channel preamplification ahead of Ultra-Plex® power panels. Strip-amp outputs on booster panels are not combined; they are jumpered directly into the power panel. Additional power panels, coupled together, will accommodate as many channels as are available.

**Controller Equalizers**

A second method of equalizing signals employs controller equalizers (CE’s). CE’s accept two inputs, one of which must be a single TV channel to which the unit is factory pretuned (Fig. 2). The level of this single channel can be controlled within the range of 0 to 20 dB attenuation by one of eight plug-in attenuator pads. The coupling input, because there is no provision to attenuate it, should be the weaker signal of the two and may come from another cut-to-channel antenna or a broad-band antenna. After padding down the level of the stronger signal to the level of the continued on page 57
THIS LITTLE ANTENNA DELIVERS GREAT PICTURES...

AND BIG PROFITS.

It's the RCA Mini-State Antenna. A top-of-the-line antenna that fills out your line. And gives you something to sell up to for a greater profit margin.

The Mini-State Antenna has great appeal to your customers who don't like giant antennas on their roofs... to apartment dwellers who are experiencing antenna system problems... or to those who would rather install it in the attic or on a closet shelf when outdoor installation is not practical.

And you can assure your customers that the antenna, amplifier and rotary mechanism are all safely enclosed in a tough, durable radome. So the Mini-State Antenna will take whatever the weather happens to send its way and still go on working perfectly for years to come.

The RCA Mini-State's uni-directional pattern, VHF slotted ring, multi-element UHF design, and completely integrated solid state circuitry provide excellent reception on all channels up to 35 miles from TV transmitters.

Mini-State model 5MS440, with built-in rotator, allows your customers to zero-in for best reception while the exclusive direction indicator light on the hand-held control unit tells them where the antenna is aimed. Sixty- feet of unique cable combining co-ax and rotator lines is provided in each kit; longer and shorter lengths are optionally available, or standard co-ax and rotor cable can be used.

The entire unit measures just 21" across and 7" high and weighs only 6 pounds. Simple, quick, one-man installation saves time and labor.

For more information, see your RCA Parts and Accessories distributor today, or contact RCA Parts and Accessories, P.O. Box 100, Deptford, N.J.

RCA MINI-STATE TV Antenna System
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Electronic Security Systems-A Natural For Electronic Servicers

By Charles Eisenhardt

Intimate, in-home contact with consumers plus his recognized expertise in electronics make the servicer a natural marketer and installer of consumer electronic security systems.

Crime in the United States has become a statistician's dream come true, and if you like statistics, you'll love crime. A burglary is committed every 13 seconds in the United States, and in 1973, nearly 2 1/2 million homes and businesses were victims.

Throughout 1973 and to date in 1974, the demand for security and the protection of both citizens and property has been expanding beyond the commercial category and is becoming an important consumer product.

This is not to say, however, that you can hang an electronic security product on a rack and expect the consumer to buy it like a new appliance, automobile, or fur coat.

Electronic security equipment is something that must be sold, and sold by someone in whom the consumer has confidence. Enter the electronic service dealer.

Because the homeowner and businessman today is thinking security and accepting it as a fact of life, the opportunity is at hand for you to expand your business into the electronic security field.

Many service dealers have responded to the challenge and have taken the time to familiarize themselves with basic electronic security systems and components and their installation.

The principal problem encountered by service dealers is that they have had to purchase directly from one or more of the several leading manufacturers of electronic security equipment on a trial and error basis, and could find no advice or assistance available to them locally. Undoubtedly, many electronic dealers who did not have the time or the willingness to “learn” the electronic security business simply abandoned the idea as “something better off left to the specialists.”

INSTALLATION INFORMATION

Throughout 1973, however, progress was made in making installation information and alarm equipment more readily available to the electronic service dealer by encouraging the electronic wholesale distributor to accept security equipment as a logical addition to his stock and inventory.

Distributor participation has not been nationwide by any means, so if you do not recall seeing security equipment at your local distributor, it’s no surprise. Some distributors have tried stocking a few alarm components which they felt were representative of all security equipment, and as such, would provide the technician with “enough” for most jobs. This is not a realistic approach, and can be compared to stocking a single type of replacement tube, TV antenna, or stereo speaker. Other distributors handle a single brand of security equipment, which is a variation of the component idea except that all of the accessory components are designed for use with the basic alarm control, and must be purchased separately. If one part is out of stock, the system cannot be completed. Here, once again, the equipment in question is designed for an “average” situation, with the result that the installation might be more or less than that actually required.

A third type of distributor approach to electronic security is the series of do-it-yourself type items packaged in see-through packs, which are designed to stimulate impulse response at the consumer level. Such displays also are found in hardware stores, home improvement centers and do-it-yourself departments of major retailers.

The electronic service dealer, being a professional in his own trade, should, of course, continue to associate himself with professional equip-

The author is vice president of PLC Electronics Inc.
Shown here is an example of a packaged electronic security system for use in small businesses and residences. A) Components included in the package. B) Illustration of the intended application of the system, which provides both space and perimeter security.

The installation in all facets of his business, including the sale and installation of security equipment.

**EQUIPMENT**

In the latter part of 1973, many electronic distributors came to realize that there was a growing demand for security equipment and a desire on the part of more and more electronic dealers to obtain information on the installation of alarm equipment. Among the questions in need of answers then, and now, are:

- Will I need special tools?
- If these are questions you would like to have answered, the chances are your local wholesale distributor can be of some assistance, if he is an authorized distributor for a total packaged protection system product line.

In such a line, a series of basic but varied alarm systems are prepackaged for the electronic dealer. A typical system includes:

- Alarm control cabinet
- Tamperproof indoor/outdoor bell
- Alarm circuit wire (minimum 500 feet)
- Indoor horn for fire
- Standby battery
- Magnetic sensors, for doors and windows
- Panic/emergency buttons
- Remote-controlled on/off stations
- Time-delay trip light
- Heat sensors, for fire detection
- Low-voltage, plug-in power supply
- Mounting hardware
- Warning decals
- Full one-year warranty

Complete, electronic security packed systems which include all of the components needed for an installation are now available from many wholesale distributors. The electronic service dealer should familiarize himself with them.

**Estimating**

Manufacturers of these professional, packaged security systems also offer detailed literature suggesting methods of estimating the cost of the installation as well as the approximate installation time for a complete system. While bidding is not a normal requirement for most electronic security jobs, the service dealer usually is better off following the suggestions and guidelines for pricing outlined by the manufacturer.

**Space vs. Perimeter Types**

Security equipment is designed to detect unauthorized entry. Certain types of equipment such as microwave, ultrasonic and sound detection, among others, are categorized as space detectors, because they detect movement within the protected area.

The most basic type of alarm security protection is that called perimeter protection, or the physical wiring of each door or window to detect and warn of any attempt at forced entry, while it is still in progress. This type of system is also available in a wireless version, which uses small radio controls that are mounted at or near each door and window. These transmit a signal to a receiver unit centrally located within the protected premises. As with all types of alarm systems, it's only the end result that counts. Some requirements can be satisfied by the ringing of a bell just outside the building, while others might require greater alarm noise, such as sirens, or even flashing lights. A direct connection to a neighbor or the authorities is also important in security, and one way this can be accomplished is with an automatic emergency telephone dialer.

**Automatic Emergency Telephone Dialer**

For years, the only direct connection to the police or fire department from the protected premises was through a leased telephone line. The leased line is generally connected to a central station board which is monitored 24 hours a day, and the customer pays a mileage charge for the telephone line in addition to the monthly charge for the alarm system. This form of protection is costly and the installation can be delayed for several months because of the continuing shortage of telephone lines. The automatic emergency telephone dialer is an inexpensive alternative to the leased line, and the electronic technician can easily add such a device to any alarm installation by following the manufacturer's installation instructions.

**IS THIS FOR YOU?**

Of course we recognize the fact that many elec-
Electronic dealers are unfamiliar with the installation of electronic security equipment because they are busy with their regular business, or possibly because they feel that alarm installations are tricky and should be handled by specialists. If the reader is in the first category and is unable to undertake additional work, it is suggested that security installations be considered as a possible hedge against business slow downs and market fluctuations caused by spending cutbacks or improved products that might cut down on service in the future.

Because the electronic dealer is an established businessman in the community, he can easily expand his business and income without appreciably changing his organization or overhead. If for example, when the dealer is involved in a new TV installation, service call or antenna replacement, he probably can sell and install a modest electronic security system in the same home, and usually in the same work day, and generate $300 to $500 additional income while doing so. This type of business expansion is practical and profitable because security is rapidly becoming a consumer product, and the buying public is demonstrating its willingness to purchase reasonably priced, dependable security systems from someone they know and trust. That someone is you, the electronic service dealer.

If you feel that security installations are "tricky" and should be handled only by specialists, take the time to acquaint yourself with the professional packaged security systems which are now available at many wholesale electronic distributors. Expertly designed and illustrated installation instructions are available to dealers, for distribution at the consumer level. The dealer should avail himself of such material (particularly if it is free) and use it to announce to past and present customers that he can supply them with professional security equipment, installed at reasonable prices, in addition to his normal electronic services. Some manufacturers also sell inexpensive sales demonstration aids that actually show the function and operation of a complete system.

Security is a natural complement to your existing electronic business, and the time is right for you to investigate this industry at your local electronic distributor. And, he probably has the packaged system in stock that is ideal for your own home or business. There is no better way for you to get some actual installation experience than by choosing and installing an electronic security system for yourself.
while the guy down the street complains about how tough alignments are...I do them!

I used to hook up a separate sweep generator, marker generator, marker adder and bias supply, hope that everything was properly calibrated and adjusted, and pray that the alignment would hold after I disconnected the cables draped all over the bench.

I didn’t do it very often.

Now, in the time it used to take me just to set up, I can almost complete an alignment. And I’m confident the set will perform as well as it possibly can. My customers notice, too. That’s the difference B&K’s 415 Solid-State Sweep/Marker Generator made.

Setup is no problem. After I connect the 415’s outputs to my scope (there’s even low-frequency compensation to eliminate pattern errors), I connect its RF outputs (channel 4 or 10) to the antenna terminals or mixer test point, the direct probe to the video detector test point (or anywhere else after the video detector diode) and the demodulator probe to the bandpass amplifier output.

They’re all clip-on connections, and the 415 comes with all the accessories I need. Once I’ve made the initial signal and bias hookups, there’s nothing else to connect or reconnect. All intercabling changes and generator functions are controlled from the front panel.

There’s even a 15,750Hz filter to eliminate disabling the set’s horizontal output section.

Shaping the waveform is easy, because the 415 has 10 crystal-controlled IF markers, each of which lights up on the front-panel waveform diagram as it is used. Markers can be shown either vertically or horizontally on the scope trace. There’s a 100kHz modulated marker that makes nulling the traps so easy it’s almost automatic. And three low-impedance, reversible-polarity bias supplies—two, 0-25VDC; one, 0-50VDC.

Every step is easy to understand, too, thanks to the comprehensive manual.

Since I have nothing to sell but my time, I have to make the most profitable use of it I can. That’s why I have a B&K 415.

in stock now at your local distributor or write Dynascan.
Measuring DC Beta with the Heathkit Model IT-121 FET/Transistor Tester  By J. W. Phipps

Beta and Its Relationship to Alpha

Bipolar transistors are current-operated devices. Their ability to provide current, voltage or power amplification is dependent on the degree to which current in their input element can control current in their output element. This ability is called forward current transfer ratio and is referred to as alpha if the transistor is connected in a common-base configuration (Fig. 1) and beta if the transistor is connected in a common-emitter configuration (Fig. 2).

Alpha and beta both are measures of the forward current transfer ratio (current gain) of a bipolar transistor and are mathematically related. Therefore, if the alpha of a transistor is known, the current gain in terms of beta can be computed, and vice versa. Both terms, alpha and beta, are the ratio of input current to output current. The principal difference between the two terms is the input element that is used in computing the ratio of input and output currents.

Alpha is determined with the transistor connected in the common-base configuration, as shown in Fig. 1. The input element in this configuration is the emitter, and the output element is the collector. The formula for computing DC alpha is $I_C/I_E$. The DC alpha for the transistor in Fig. 1 is .98 mA divided by 1 mA, or .98. (In the common-base circuit, current gain is always less than 1.)

If the same transistor is connected in the common-emitter configuration in Fig. 2, as it is for beta measurement, the input element is the base, and the output element is the collector. The formula for computing DC beta is $I_C/I_B$. The beta of the transistor in Fig. 2 is .98 mA divided by .02 mA, or 49.

To convert the alpha measurement to beta, the following formula is used:

$$\text{Alpha} = 1 - \alpha$$

Converting the alpha of the transistor in Fig. 1 to beta, we find that it is:

$$\text{beta} = 1 - .98 = 49$$

To convert beta to alpha, the following formula is used:

$$\text{Alpha} = \frac{1}{1 + \beta}$$

Converting the beta of the transistor in Fig. 2 to alpha, we find that it is:

$$\text{Alpha} = \frac{1}{1 + 49} = .98$$

These computations show that the alpha and beta of a transistor are mathematically related.

The Preference for Beta Over Alpha

Although alpha and beta are mathematically related and measurement of either one provides essentially the same evaluation of the current gain characteristics of a transistor, beta is the transistor gain characteristic measured by most service-type transistor beta testers. The principal reason for this is that changes in transistor characteristics, such as junction leakage, which affect the current gain capabilities of the transistor, produce larger numerical variances of beta than of alpha. Consequently, changes of current gain capabilities are easier to measure and display on meters in terms of beta than they are in terms of alpha, even though such changes usually affect both terms equally. Also, most transistor manuals specify current gain in terms of either AC ($H_{fe}$) or DC ($H_{fe}$) beta. (AC beta is computed using the same ratio of input (base) and output (collector) currents except that the base current is varied between two current levels representing the extremes produced by an AC signal. The small change in collector current this produces is then divided by the small change in base current that produced it.)

“Normal” Beta

The principal purpose of measuring the beta of a transistor during troubleshooting is to determine whether or not the transistor is ca-
performing the current gain (and therefore power and/or voltage gain) required for the application in which it is used.

The beta of a number of properly operating transistors of the same type can vary over a wide range. During the design of a circuit, the "design center" beta of the type of transistor to be used is selected as the beta around which the circuit will be designed, and the "normal" beta values above and below the design center are compensated for by building in additional components which stabilize the operating point of the circuit throughout the wide range of beta values of the type of transistor that will be installed in the circuit during manufacturing or servicing.

Because the "normal" beta of properly operating transistors of the same type is usually a relatively wide range instead of a specific value, beta usually should be evaluated in terms of the minimum value specified for that type in transistor manuals. (One exception to this rule is when transistors of the same type must be matched for use in complementary symmetry circuits, etc.) If the beta of a transistor meets the "minimum beta" specification for its type, it usually can be considered to be capable of performing its intended circuit function, if its other characteristics, such as junction leakages, are within normal limits.

If the transistor does not produce at least the minimum beta specified for its type, or if the tester being used to measure its beta cannot be calibrated while it is connected to the test lead, the transistor probably is defective. However, if the transistor has been tested only in-circuit, remove it and test it out-of-circuit before discarding it. A defect in the circuit might be causing the abnormal tester indication or the low beta reading.

**Performing Beta Tests with the Heathkit IT-121**

For an accurate evaluation of the current gain characteristics of a transistor in relation to its type and application, the beta test should be made with the transistor collector current as near as possible to the level it is in the application in which the transistor is used. Fig. 3 shows the three principal classes of bipolar transistors and the ranges of collector current at which they typically are operated. The collector current levels provided by the Model IT-121, shown in the chart in Fig. 4, cover the range from 1 mA to 1 A. The appropriate current range is selected by pushing in one of five range pushbuttons.

For in-circuit testing, the transistor elements are connected via test leads to corresponding jacks on the top center of the front panel. For out-of-circuit testing, the transistor is plugged into a socket on the top right of the front panel. To setup the Model IT-121 for beta measurement, the trans pushbutton of the mode selector and the beta = infinity pushbutton of the function selector are pushed in and the NPN/PNP pushbutton of the mode selector is either pushed in (for PNP) or released (for NPN). This establishes the circuit in Fig. 5A, which actually is a bridge configuration, as shown in Fig. 5B. R7 in Fig. 3B represents load resistor R8 and any in-circuit shunt resistances (indicated by Rx in Fig. 3A). The principal purpose of this circuit is to balance out shunt resistances and leakage currents when the transistor is tested in-circuit, and to balance out leakage currents during out-of-circuit testing. This is accomplished by adjusting R11, the set beta infinity control, so that the meter needle is placed over the beta infinity mark on the beta scale (Fig. 6).
With the meter needle at this point, the opposing currents in the two legs of the bridge are equal and cancel out each other. Consequently, no current flows through the meter. Any subsequent unbalancing of the bridge, as indicated by movement of the meter needle, will be related only to actual collector current. If, during this setup procedure, the meter needle cannot be placed over the BETA INFINITY meter mark, either the transistor is defective, the NPN/PNP pushbutton is in the wrong position or, if the transistor is being tested in-circuit, a circuit defect exists.

Resistors R1 through R4 in Fig. 5A are meter shunt resistors which change the sensitivity of the meter to correspond to the collector current range selected.

After the bridge has been balanced to cancel out the effects of in-circuit resistances and any leakage inherent in the transistor, the BETA CAL pushbutton of the FUNCTION selector is pressed in, connecting the base of the transistor into the test circuit, as shown in Fig. 7. Variable resistor R12, the BETA CAL control on the front panel, adjusts the emitter-base current of the transistor and, consequently, the transistor collector current. R12 is adjusted to produce sufficient current flow through the meter to place the meter needle over the X10, X5, or X5 meter calibration mark, depending on which collector current range and level have been selected. (Refer again to the chart in Fig. 4.) For example, if a collector current level of 10mA is desired, the 10mA pushbutton of the RANGE selector will have been pushed in and the BETA CAL control will be adjusted to place the meter needle on the CAL x 10 mark. The level of current flowing in the collector at this meter indication is 10mA.

Next, the BETA pushbutton of the FUNCTION selector is pushed in, establishing the circuit shown in Fig. 8. It is identical to that in Fig. 7 except that R10 and the meter are interchanged. This does not affect the transistor operating conditions established previously, because the resistance of the meter and R10 are identical (1500 ohms). However, note that the shunt resistance across the meter when it is in the base circuit is ten times larger than the shunt for the corresponding current range when the meter was in the collector circuit. This increases the meter sensitivity by a factor of 10, so that the current required for full-scale deflection of the meter in the base circuit is only 1/10th of what it was in the collector circuit. One reason for this consistent difference of meter sensitivity between collector and base is that the base current of a transistor is inherently much smaller than the collector current and, therefore, requires a more sensitive meter for readable indications. And, if the meter is to be calibrated to read beta directly, as is the meter of the IT-121, the factor by which the meter sensitivity differs between base and collector readings must be consistent for each current range and must relate to the multiplication factor of the current ranges, which for the IT-121 is 10. (Note that the current ranges of the IT-121 shown in Fig. 4 differ by a factor of 10.)

As an example of how the IT-121 meter scale reads out beta directly, suppose that the beta of a small-signal audio transistor is being measured at a collector current level of 1mA. The 1mA pushbutton of the RANGE selector is pushed in.
and the BETA CAL control is adjusted to place the meter needle over the CAL X 10 mark (Fig. 4). The current now flowing in the collector circuit is 1mA. The meter is then switched to the base circuit by pressing in the BETA button of the FUNCTION selector. Suppose the meter needle swings to the 1 (full-scale) position on the beta scale (Fig. 4). Because the meter sensitivity is now 10 times greater than it was in the collector circuit, the indication represents .1mA of current flowing in the base circuit. Since beta equals Ic/Ib, the beta of the transistor is 1mA/.1mA, or 10. The beta scale reading verifies this (meter reading of 1 multiplied by the calibration factor of 10 = 10).

HEATHKIT MODEL IT-121
FET/TRANSISTOR TESTER
Specifications

MEASUREMENTS

Bipolar Transistor DC Beta—Direct reading, in or out of circuit, from 1 to 5000 in five ranges, at collector currents from .1mA to 1A in four ranges; out of circuit accuracy of ±5%.

Bipolar Transistor Leakage—Icbo, Ices, Icest, direct reading, out of circuit, in five current ranges (0-100mA, 0-1mA, 0-10mA, 0-100mA, 0-1A); ±5% accuracy.

FET Transconductance (Gm)—Direct reading in or out of circuit, from 0 to 50,000 micromhos.

FET Leakage—Ids, Idss; direct reading, out of circuit, in five current ranges (0-100mA, 0-1mA, 0-10mA, 0-100mA, 0-1A); ±5% accuracy.

Diode Tests—Forward and reverse leakage currents; direct reading, out of circuit, in five ranges (0-100mA, 0-1mA, 0-10mA, 0-100mA, 0-1A); ±5% accuracy.

Unijunction Transistor Test—IeB, IeB1 and IeB2 leakage currents plus Ib2B1 forward current; out of circuit.

SCR and Triac Tests—Proper conduction and blocking, in or out of circuit.

POWER SOURCE
Two 1.5-volt D cells

DIMENSIONS
9-9/16 inches wide X 8-5/8 inches deep X 5-1/4 inches high

WEIGHT (Less Batteries)
3 1/2 lbs.

PRICE (Kit form only)
$59.95

WORKMAN is always there when there is a need for something old or something new. With a constantly updated line of Globar resistors, VDR's, NTC's and Thermistors we can provide exact replacements for any model TV, Hi Fi, FM and AM radios, be it a 1949 Hallicrafter or a 1975 model set on a showroom floor.

Featuring high quality components at competitive prices,

WORKMAN also has cross referenced packaging and "OFF THE SHELF" delivery assured by a balanced inventory to save you time, especially if you are an enterprising service dealer.

WORKMAN means one source for all your replacement needs.

(Ask for FREE vest pocket Cross Reference booklet No. X61)

WORKMAN
Subsidiary of IPM TECHNOLOGY INC.
BOX 3828 SARASOTA, FLA. 33578

for more details circle 136 on Reader Service Card
CATV/MATV Cable

A 20-page single-source selection and application guide, No. ED74-2, for CATV/MATV coaxial cable is now available. It covers the full product line and provides technical reference data on shielding methods and efficiency evaluation. The booklet presents complete physical and electrical characteristics of more than 50 standard Belden CATV/MATV cables. The easy-to-read tabular format of the catalog section divides the product line into RG-59/U type, RG-6/U type, and special application classifications. Highlighted are cable constructions utilizing Duobond—an overlapping aluminum foil tape bonded by a special process directly to the insulation core for simplified termination. Belden Corp., Advertising Dept., 2000 S. Batavia Ave., Geneva, Ill. 60134.

Electronic Components

The 1974-75 edition of the IRC Commercial Products catalog is now available. Four new product lines are listed in the 30-page catalog: Japanese “original equipment” transistors, for use in replacing Japanese television and audio equipment parts; high-turnover electrolytic capacitors, with working voltages from 12 to 50 volts; four new, matched-pair transistors, to expand replacement capability; and lighted rocker switches in SPDT and DPDT versions. Also listed are different types of rectifiers, semiconductors, and diodes as well as color TV components and hardware for hobbyists. The brochure shows complete specifications, line drawings, photographs, and price information for the home entertainment electronic equipment. Commercial Products Division, International Rectifier Corp., 233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, Ca. 90245.

TV Repair Manual

A 47-page Symptom Repair Manual has been distributed to GE technical publications subscribers by General Electric’s Product Service Dept. The manual is step one of the new three-part STC Program, which is designed to help service technicians quickly identify most causes of GE television breakdowns. It lists a variety of symptoms for individual GE TV chassis and outlines what to check, and in what order. The symptoms and repairs were developed from computerized data supplied from actual service technician repair invoices. The manual will be updated periodically to maintain its timeliness as a service tool. Free to subscribers of GE Technical Data, the manual is offered to every non-subscribing technician for $1.00. General Electric Co., Television Products Service, College Boulevard, Portsmouth, Va. 23705.

Soldering Tools and Accessories

A 12-page catalog, No. S711, covers a complete line of soldering tools and accessories. Excelite-Weller Div. of The Cooper Group, P.O. Box 728, Apex, N.C. 27502.

Test Equipment

A 16-page catalog, No. 60-T, covers test equipment. The catalog also includes a handy chart to help you select the Tripplett VOM for your needs. Tripplett Corp., Bluffton, Ohio 45817.

Transformers

A new transformer catalog, No. 407, lists 1,600 standard transformers. It also includes full technical data, mounting dimensions, photographs and other specifications of the complete line of audio transformers, power transformers, chokes and inductors. Essex International, Inc., Controls Division, Stancor Products, 3501 W. Addison Street, Chicago, Ill. 60618.

Picture Tubes

An illustrated four-color brochure describing its television picture tube manufacturing capabilities is now available. Called "The Making of #1," it contains 29 pages of background information on the division and illustrated highlights of color television picture tube production. Free copies of the brochure are available from GTE Sylvan distributors.

Electronic Test Accessories

A 68-page catalog of electronic test accessories contains more than 500 products, 17 of which are new. It provides illustrations and complete engineering information on all products, including dimension drawings, schematics, specifications, features and operating ranges. Pomona Electronics Division of ITT, 1500 East Ninth Street, Pomona, Ca. 91766.

VHF/UHF/ FM Tuner Replacement Guide

A new parts catalog, the 1974-75 VHF/UHF/FM Tuner Replacement Guide and Parts Catalog, No. 4, is now available. It illustrates thousands of parts for all kinds of tuners, in addition to “blow-up” photos of many. A complete line of PTS test equipment, tools and chemicals are also introduced. The catalog is available from all PTS locations for a cost of $2.00 (refundable on first order for goods or services). PTS Electronics, Inc., P.O. Box 272, 5233 Hwy. 37 S. Bloomingston, Ind. 47401.

Capacitors

Two, 2-page flyers detailing twelve different capacitor kits are now available. Specific types of capacitors included in the kits are axial and radial-lead, low-voltage, miniature aluminum electrolytics, and low- and high-voltage, polyester film, plus polypropylene film. Quantities of capacitors in the kits range from as few as 25, in a compartmentalized plastic container, to as many as 200, in a fourteen drawer metal cabinet. International Components Corp., 10 Daniel Street, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735.

MATV Systems Equipment

A catalog covering systems equipment which also serves as a reference guide to instruct the beginner. It contains useful reference charts, data, and typical systems diagrams. Everything that goes into the make-up of a MATV system is illustrated and explained in the simplest terminology. The catalog also contains a quantity of planning sheets for laying out systems and work order forms for estimating installations. RMS Electronics, Inc., 50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462.

Digital Megohmmeter

A 4-page data sheet, No. 3J106B, contains specifications and ordering information for a new digital megohmmeter and accessories. The instrument provides measurement capability from 2.0 to 2,000 megohms, with a test voltage of 500 volts DC. IIT Jennings, 970 McLaughlin Ave., San Jose, Ca. 95116.

Two-Way Communication Products

A four-color, full-line catalog lists the SBE line of consumer and professional two-way communications products. An important feature of the catalog is the introduction of a new system of transceiver evaluation, to be known as Range Rated Radios. Two pages provide a simple and practical answer to the question “How far can I talk.” Also included are two continued on page 46
Just buy any one of the eight super RCA Test Instruments illustrated below from your local RCA distributor. Send your warranty card plus one cent and your choice of one of the VOMs illustrated above to: RCA Electronic Instruments Headquarters, 415 South Fifth Street, Harrison, N.J. 07029. We will ship your VOM choice promptly. Act now. Your request must be postmarked by December 15, 1974.

**Specialists demand the best tools of their trade.**

For more details circle 125 on Reader Service Card.
Technical Literature... continued from page 44

pages of detailed technical specifications which help in determining the features, performance capabilities and installation requirements for the products in the line. Linear Systems, Inc., 220 Airport Boulevard, Watsonville, Ca. 95076.

CATV Equipment

A 45-page catalog describes the equipment manufactured by Sylvania's CATV Equipment and Installation Operation. The catalog, designated ET-1289, contains information on Sylvania Pathmaker wide-band communications equipment. Included are sections on Series 2000 and 1000 trunk amplifier stations, plug-in modules, power supplies, passives, and accessories. Product specifications and ordering information also are given. Sylvania Advertising Center, 70 Empire Dr., West Seneca, N. Y. 14224.

Test Jigs and Service Accessories

A 16-page catalog, 1-74, features test jigs, replacement parts and service accessories. This catalog has many new items for the service market. TELEMATIC Div., U.X.L., 2862 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 11207.

Instrument Knobs

A 20-page catalog describes a line of matching knobs offered in a full range of sizes. Each of the styles is presented with illustrations and dimensions. The knob line is offered in four standard colors and all popular configurations, including single-round, pointers, skirted, concentrics, bars, half bars, bar concentrics and spinners. The Buckley Stamping Co., 555 Marion Road, Columbus, Ohio 43207.

Cable Tie Installation Tool


Speakers

A 24-page, four-color-illustrated brochure describes hi-fi loudspeaker systems, including raw frame speakers and utility systems. Products shown include two floor standing systems, Stonehenge I and III, the latest speaker additions to the line. The free brochure and a list of local dealers is available by writing to Altec Sound Products Division, 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Ca. 92803.

American National Standards Institute Catalog

The 1974 catalog of the American National Standards Institute is now available free of charge. Contact the Institute's Sales Department at 1430 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10018.

Tape Recorder Care


Electronic Chemicals

Offered is the latest catalog of aerosol products which not only includes the company's aerosols available but also depicts, with line drawings, their applications. It includes a "Typical Maintenance Problems" chart which lists the equipment to be maintained, the cleaning problem, the remedy and the aerosol product which will solve the problem. Miller-Stephenson Chemical Co., P. O. Box 628, Danbury, Conn. 06810.

Silicon Rectifiers

A 12-page catalog describing silicon rectifiers such as bridges, axial lead, high voltage packs, cartridges, O.E.M. television, Solid-Tube, and other special device rectifiers is now available. The catalog contains electrical characteristics, dimensional drawings, and photos of the complete product line of silicon rectifiers. Sales Manager, Electronic Devices Inc., 21 Gray Oaks Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10710.

Small Tools

A new catalog is available on the complete line of precision small tools for the communications, telephone and electronic industries. P.K. Neuses, Inc., Box 100, Arlington Heights, Ill. 60006.

Needle and Audio Accessories

The new No. 774 Needle Replacement and Audio Accessory Guide is now available to Fidelitone distributors and dealers. Contact Mr. John T. Strawa, Marketing Services Manager, 207 North Woodwork Lane, Palatine, Ill. 60067.
Meet the Dodge CB 300 KaryVan: It'll handle your big delivery problems.

A NIMBLE, MANEUVERABLE, VERSATILE DOOR
Dodge CB300 is the perfect size—more room than standard compact vans, but smaller than big delivery models. Choose the 127-inch wheelbase with a 10-foot cargo body or the 145-inch-wheelbase van with a 12-foot cargo body. Payload capacities to 3,505 pounds (up to 457-cubic-foot capacity).

Dodge Kary Vans are easy to load. Cargo floor's only 26 inches off the ground. 38-inch-wide swing-out rear cargo doors are standard on all models. (Optional: 70-inch-wide swing-out doors or a 70-inch-wide roll-up door.) Dodge Kary Vans are easy to drive and are available with convenient options such as power steering and automatic transmission. The low, short engine cover lets you get to the cargo without having to crawl over things.

WIDE CHOICE OF DEPENDABLE ENGINES.
Dodge offers you the smallest six-cylinder engine available in a van—225-cid Six. There's also a 318 V8 plus an optional 360 V8.

FEATURES TO CHECK INTO AT YOUR DODGE TRUCK DEALER'S:
The Dodge CB300 Kary Van is a perfect delivery van or on-the-job maintenance truck. Here's why:
• Electronic Ignition System. It's standard on all Dodge Kary Vans. There are no points or condenser (that could wear out or get wet).
• Automatic speed control (only Dodge vans offer this option).
• Optional automatic transmission and power steering.
• Largest standard fuel tank capacity (23 gallons).
• Optional air conditioning.
• Optional steel shelving units.
• Optional partition between driver and cargo.

NEED A LITTLE LESS SPACE?
LOOK INTO A TRADESMAN VAN.
Only Dodge gives you so many vans to pick from. Tradesman vans are available on either a 109- or 127-inch wheelbase. There's also a Maxivan—it's the largest compact van built in America.

KARY-VAN
MAXI-VAN
TRADESMAN VAN
NEW PRODUCTS

Descriptions and specifications of the products included in this department are provided by the manufacturers. For additional information, circle the corresponding numbers on the Reader Service Card in this issue.

CHEMICAL CLEANER 700
Safe replacement for carbon tetrachloride

CRC Lectra Clean, from CRC Chemicals, degreases and removes oil, wax, dirt, and moisture that cause current leakage and electrical inefficiencies in heavy-duty motors. The stabilizing, fast acting solvent has no flash or fire points. It is extremely low in inhalation toxicity, is non-damaging to internal body organs and is low in skin penetration toxicity. Non-staining and non-corrosive to metals, the cleaner removes foreign matter from such things as circuit breakers, fuses and fuse holders, portable tools, transformers, etc.

COLOR TV COMPONENTS KIT 701
Contains 29 components for servicing the RCA XL-100 color TV chassis

RCA's new XL-100 Components Kit, Stock No. 199006, contains a variety of transistors, diodes and resistors, plus one circuit breaker. There are 29 components in all. The devices have been selected by RCA Consumer Electronics as being the most important for fast, efficient service of RCA XL-100 color TV chassis. Use of the kit is simplified by a special parts location diagram and a separate cross-reference chart. The diagram, which fits into the kit lid, simplifies parts identification by showing the exact location of each component in the kit. The cross-reference shows usage of each part by chassis and circuit symbol number. Price is $59.60.

CONTINUITY CHECKER 702
Continuity is indicated by a visual display or audible tone

Continuity of a circuit is indicated both audibly and visibly on the E-Z-Coder Tone Tracer, a body conductance continuity checker introduced by Thomas & Betts. The unit, which can also be used to locate wires whose origin or termination is not readily known, is designed so that the user can be connected into the circuit and use his fingers as the probe, for increased efficiency. The dual method of circuit continuity indication provides the user with several optional methods of using the checker. The visual display, indicated by a light on the front of the instrument, is useful in noisy areas or where an audible tone is not desirable. The audio tone indicator is controlled by an on/off volume switch, and may be fed to a speaker on the front of the instrument or to a personal earphone. Powered by a nine-volt battery, the checker is light weight, small, and completely portable.

ANTENNAS 703
VHF point-to-point
Yagi antennas

The Antenna Specialists Co. announce the development of new three- and five-element Yagi antennas designed principally for point-to-point communications in the 138- to 174-MHz range. The antennas feature bandwidths of greater than 5 MHz. The wide bandwidth, with VSWR of less than 1.5:1, makes field adjustment less critical, and also makes these antennas particularly suited for multi-channel systems. The three-element array, Model ASP-816, has a forward gain of 7 dB and is rated for wind velocities of up to 189 MPH. The five-element array, Model ASP-817, has a forward gain of 9 dB and a 145-MPH wind velocity rating. Both models feature aluminum alloy element and boom construction. They operate at DC ground potential, for lightning protection, and have a power handling capability of 500 w.

MATV DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS 704
The 54 to 300 MHz band makes them compatible with CATV systems

ACA has added two new distribution amplifiers to its MATV and home systems. The "Mini-Mite" Series, Model HS 187 (82 Channel) and Model HSV 17 (VHF-FM), covers the TV mid band and super band. Because of this extended band (54 to 300 MHz), the amplifiers are compatible with CATV systems. The Model HSV 17 has 1.4 volts output and 250,000 mv input capability. The Model HS 187 provides over one volt of output with an input of 200,000 mv. These units can also be used as line extenders or line amplifiers in large MATV systems. Both units have lightning protection diodes and a low noise figure. Price of the Model HSV is $34.50, and that of the Model HS 187 is $42.95.

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 705
Portable, compact unit provides 300 hr of battery operation

A full three-digit multimeter, Model 3/24, reportedly weighs only 2 lb. complete with internal battery, yet provides 300 hours of operation in normal use. Designed as a time saver for quick and accurate measurements, the unit reportedly has a full five-function measurement capability with 24 ranges: 4 ranges of AC/DC voltage; 5 ranges of ac/dc current and 6 ranges of resistance. On the DC voltage range, accuracies are said to be typically
0.2% ± 1 digit. The dimensions of the unit are 5 in. by 2 1/2 in. by 7 in. Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.

CABLE STRIPPER 706

Removes the outer covering from most coaxial cable

A tool for removing the outer covering from most types of coaxial cable 5/16 inch to 1 1/2 inches in diameter is introduced by ITT Holub Industries. The stripper is called "Roto-Blade" because the cutting blade rotates or swivels and automatically turns in the direction the tool is moved. Insulation can be "rung cut" or "slit" lengthwise. Cable with PVC, neoprene, rubber, polyethylene, nylon, fiberglass and similar types of insulation can be stripped. A spring tension guide holds the cable against the blade for uniform cutting. The blade is adjustable for cutting different cable materials and thickness up to 5/32 inch.

TRANSISTORS 707

Original equipment transistors for Japanese-built entertainment electronic systems

Seven original equipment transistors for replacement use in all major Japanese-built entertainment systems have been added to the existing line available from the Commercial Products Division of International Rectifier Corporation's Semiconductor Division. The additional devices are: 2SA564A, 2SB187, 2SC281B, 2SC403A, 2SC535B, 2SC682A, and 2SC772. This expands the Japanese Original Equipment Transistor line to 31 units. The complete line now contains the transistors most often specified by the manufacturers of Japanese stereos, tape recorders, televisions and other electronic equipment.

RESISTOR SUBSTITUTION UNIT

Provides resistances from 1 ohm to 111 megohm in one-ohm steps

Small enough to be hand-held, a new aluminum-housed resistance substitution unit by Phipps & Bird features an 11-million step range, in one-ohm steps. The Model 236-A unit uses one-half watt resistors with 1-percent tolerance. Designed with three binding

continues on next page
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posts (one to ground the case), the slide-switch unit provides resistances from 1 to 11,111,110 ohms. Its aluminum case, finished in wrinkle blue, measures 4 inches by 6 inches by 1-3/16 inches. Price is $48.

DRILL BIT

Drills eight hole sizes

The Unibit drill bit, Model II, from Unibit Corp., enables the drilling of eight round holes, 9/16-inch to one-inch, with a single bit. The drill bit requires a starting diameter of 1/2-inch or larger and removes material in 1/16-inch increments in eight steps. Designed for use with any 1/2-inch drill chuck, it is especially effective when drilling round holes in thinner gauges of sheet metal. The bit is made of industrial grade, high speed steel, heat treated and tempered to assure maximum strength. It can be easily sharpened without special tools.

MULTI-FUNCTION COUNTER

Features autoranging and autoreset

An autoranging, 80-MHz Multi-Counter, Model 1900A, featuring LSI/MOS circuitry, autoreset on all functions, gate times, filter and attenuator, is offered by John Fluke Mfg. Co. It has autoranging in both frequency and period measurement modes, and four over-riding gate times for manual selection of resolution to .1 Hz. It can be used to totalize as well as to measure frequency and period, with event counting up to 10^8 events, and has a large, six-digit LED display with leading zero suppression, automatic announcement and overflow. Signal input conditioning is provided in the unit with a switchable, 1-MHz low-pass filter and attenuator. The dynamic range is 5 Hz to 80 MHz. The unit has a sensitivity of 25 mv (typically 15 mv) and is available with a number of options, including a rechargeable internal battery pack, capable of providing five hours of continuous operation, and parallel data output, with decimal point and announcement. Price is $349.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS AND MODULES

Direct replacements for important counterparts

The Electronic Components Group of GTE Sylvania Inc. has added a series of integrated circuits and solid-state modules, intended as direct replacements for their imported counterparts, to its ECG semiconductor product line. Designated ECG 1000 series, the line consists of silicon monolithic integrated circuits and both thick- and thin-film hybrid encapsulated modules. The line replaces imported products used in color and black and white TV sets, stereos, radios, tape recorders and other types of entertainment electronic equipment available from approximately 127 manufacturers in this country. The ECG semiconductor line and related cross-reference guides are available through authorized GTE Sylvania distributors. The line consists of replacements for more than 90,000 solid-state devices used in entertainment, industrial and commercial electronic equipment.

TV TEST RIG

Complete setup for tube and solid-state chassis

The Master Rig, Model MJ-195, is the newest addition to the Telematic line of TV test rigs. This unit is a complete setup for both tube and solid-state chassis. Features of this unit include a built-in high-voltage meter, speaker, front panel connections and metal cabinet. When equipped with the proper picture tube,
they are capable of operating with late-model TV chassis which produce over 30 kv of second anode voltage. The unit comes complete with all components for deflection circuit hookup and four solid-state yoke adaptors. Price is $149.95.

FIELD-STRENGTH METER  713
Designed for portable use

A compact, portable, field-strength meter is introduced by Ascom Electronic Products. The unit, known as Model ASM-105, is designed for field checks of antenna radiation. It can be used to tune antennas for peak radiating efficiency, as well as for making comparative tests of various transmitters and antenna system installations. The meter requires no internal power, operating entirely from the RF field, and covers the frequency range from 27 MHz through 225 MHz. This includes the Class D citizens band, low-band and high-band VHF land-mobile channels, as well as the amateur 10-, 6-, 2- and 1½-meter bands. Price is $15.95.

OSCILLOSCOPE  714
Displays color TV or video waveforms by pushing a button

Sencore, Inc., has introduced a completely automatic triggered, pushbutton oscilloscope. Price is $149.95.
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Horizontal, 3.58-MHz, (for viewing the color subcarrier information), five-times expand and a color vector display. The sixth button sets the scope for 60-Hz line sweep, used in sweep alignment. The unit can be triggered internally on any signal down to 20 mv. Provisions for external triggering also are included. This oscilloscope can also be used as a general purpose unit—with DC coupling; 5000 v AC input protection; 10-MHz bandwidth, with vertical sensitivity from 10 mv/div. direct, to 500 volts 1 division, using the 10 X 1 probe, at 3 percent calibration accuracy. The 3.58/VARiSPEED button and the horizontal sweep control provide signal display for non-video frequencies from DC to 10 MHz. Price is $495.00, probe included.

TRANSISTOR/FET TESTER 715
Combines speed and accuracy

A dynamic transistor/field-effect transistor (FET) tester that represents a different design approach in solid-state test instruments is introduced by RCA Electronic Components. Featuring a large, 61/2-inch meter and two plug-in transistor socket adapters, the RCA WT-524A combines fast operation and high measurement accuracy for testing all types of bipolar and FET transistors, including Darlington and dual types, with an accuracy of ±3 percent. Transconductance of FET’s, including depletion or enhancement types, N- or P-channel types, dual types and dual-gate types, can also be measured up to Gm values of 100,000. Zero bias drain current, DC drain current and out-of-circuit gate leakage measurements can also be made. Operating current levels are adjustable up to 20 mA for all of these tests. The instrument is supplied with complete instructions, two plug-in test adapters—one each for bipolar and FET transistors—as well as a set of clip leads for in-circuit testing. Price is $159.

HEAD DEMAGNETIZER 716
Removes residual magnetism from heads, capstans and guides

Nortronics Company, Inc., is introducing a head demagnetizer which is designed to remove residual magnetism from recording heads, capstans and guides. Designated Model QM-202, the unit generates a controlled 60-Hz magnetic field which is strong enough to effectively demagnetize, without being so strong that additional residual magnetism is created. Its primary function is to demagnetize active pole pieces and faces in recorder playback heads, preventing hiss, noise and possible erasures which can be caused by magnetized head. It features a flexible probe which will flex to reach usually inaccessible recorder/player parts. The magnetic field radiates from the tip of this probe, which is designed to contact sensitive areas without danger of physical damage.

FIELD-STRENGTH METER 717
Features precision gear drive with 1 dB accuracy

Sadelco, Inc., has introduced the Model FS3B VHF/UHF Professional Field-Strength Meter, which features a built-in speaker and precision gear drive with 1 dB accuracy. Other features include a logarithmic scale that cuts attenuator manipulations in half. Direct-reading VSWR and return-loss scales extend this instrument’s capabilities when used in conjunction with the cover is closed. Another safety feature is built into the on/off switch: When in the off position, the meter is automatically shorted, reducing the possibility of damage during transit.

VHF TEST METER 718
Checks VHF transmitter and antenna operation

A multi-tester designed for testing and monitoring VHF communications systems is announced by Ascom Electronic Products, a division of The Antenna Specialists Co. The unit, Model ASMR-100, checks both transmitter and antenna operation over a frequency range of 144 to 174 MHz. This range includes the VHF marine band, land mobile “high-band” channels, and the entire two-meter amateur band. Featured on the tester is a dual-range wattmeter function (0 to 25 and 0 to 50 watts). Transmitter output is indicated directly in watts on either scale, with ±8 percent accuracy. Also provided is a function to measure the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), for checking antenna operation and adjustments. To monitor overall system operation, a field-strength meter function can be used to indicate that the system is radiating. Price is $69.95. ■
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HOME ALARM SETS 719

Offers extra profits to electronics dealers

A new line of "Snap On" Home Alarm Sets is introduced by Master Lock Co. Fast and easy installation is emphasized, every component is pre-wired with exclusive Snap On connectors. There are no wires to cut, strip, solder or splice. The power source is a standard 6- or 12-volt battery. Each unit includes a solid-state control center which is always active, even when the burglar system is turned off; an electronic super siren, with separate signals for fire or burglary; a key switch which permits the system to be turned on or off from outside of the home; intrusion detectors for doors or windows; fire detectors; 20-ft. extension cords; three-way connectors; an easy-to-follow installation manual; and identifying warning decals. The basic Home Alarm Set price is $69.95, and an expanded deluxe version (shown in photo) is available for $99.50.

AM/FM WEATHER BAND RADIO 720

Pre-set weather band provides 24 hours of continuous weather reports

Panasonic has introduced Model RC-6304, an FM/AM Weather Band Radio with a digital clock. The radio's special features are a pre-set weather band, which provides 24 hours of continuous weather reports, and a new digital clock. It also offers a lighted radio dial and clock face, an alarm flasher that glows when the alarm is set, a 10 minute doze feature, a chirp alarm, two-step tone control boost for bass and treble, and a three-inch PM dynamic speaker. The radio is housed in a wood-grain finish cabinet. Price is $69.95.

ANTENNA DISPLAY 721

One compact outdoor antenna merchandiser that displays as many as nine boxed RCA Permacolor Antennas in less than two square feet of floor space is now available from RCA Parts and Accessories. The RCA Outdoor Antenna Merchandiser, MU-1937, is constructed of gold-tone anodized rails and legs and blue and white side panels. Heavy wire rods arranged in a grid pattern hold the boxed antennas in an upright position and the rack is backed up with 3/4-inch plywood. Included with the merchandiser are two multi-angle mast brackets, for displaying one or more RCA Permacolor antennas or a 4BG00 antenna mock-up. The display measures only 1 1/2 inches wide by 11/2 inches deep by 28 1/2 inches high. The unit is designed for use against a back or side wall, next to the end of a counter, or as a free-standing aisle display.

HEADPHONE CONTROL BOX 722

Allows control of volume and balance

A Stereo Headphone Control Box, Cat. No. 30-5250, is offered by GC Electronics. The unit provides control of the volume and balance of stereo headphones, without the user leaving continued on next page
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his or her chair. The control box plugs directly into the amplifier. Separate control of the volume and balance of each ear piece is provided by noise-free slide controls. The unit comes equipped with a 5-ft. cord and a standard, three-conductor, stereo phone plug. The unit is also equipped with a switch for mono or stereo selection.

STEREO SPEAKER MERCHANDISER

On-the-spot comparison of speaker selection made with pushbutton switches

The “Speaker Tree,” a self-contained merchandiser that allows customers to compare the performance of five stereo speakers in a new line, is announced by Innovative Audio Systems, Inc. By operating a simple pushbutton switch, the customer can make an on-the-spot comparison and select a speaker, with little or no help from sales personnel. The display features five models, ranging from a six-inch, two-way, to a twelve-inch, four-way system. The merchandiser occupies only three square feet of floor space and comes with an initial inventory package consisting of 13 pairs of speakers.

AUTO STEREO SPEAKERS 724

Front panel fabrics can quickly be changed using most materials

Pioneer Electronics has introduced a new line of speakers called Chameleons, featuring a removable, exchangeable front panel that can be modified, mixed or matched to suit the consumer’s mood and the car’s interior. Variations in design are limited only by the imagination of the purchaser, since just about any material can be used to cover the panel. Sound from the stereo speakers emanates from both around and through the fabric or graphics display panel. An additional advantage of this new concept is that the car owner is not restricted to one design forever, since it only takes about five minutes to change the panel. The 6½ inch speakers fit into a variety of locations within the car’s interior.

RECORD CLEANER 725

Electric powered automatic record cleaning device

Vor Industries have developed and patented a new product for the consumer named “VAC-O-REC,” an electric-powered, automatic-record-cleaning device which, without harming the record, reaches deep into the grooves to the microscopic level, loosens the microdust particles with its natural mohair brushes, and, via the vacuum cleaning action, removes the dust. When in use, it rotates the inserted record slowly for cleaning. Simultaneously, its static reduction circuit reduces the record’s dust-attracting electromagnetism from as high as 20,000 volts to a low, near-neutral, voltage.

TV REMOTE CONTROL 726

Works with any TV set and does not use motors

A new type of remote-control unit that works with any TV set is introduced by the Distributor Sales Division of Jerrold Electronics. Completely solid-state and without motors, the new product turns the TV set on and off, changes channels instantly and fine tunes from anywhere in the room, up to 25 ft. from the TV set. The Universal TV Remote Control, Model TRC-12, consists of two units: a converter and a remote control unit connected together by a thin 25-ft. control cord. The converter can be...
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IN A CONTROLLED OUTPUT SOLDERING IRON

BY Weller

Model W-60, Versatile 60-watt, pencil-type tool with automatically controlled temperature and output. Only 7¼" long. Weighs but 2½ oz. Quick-change, anti-oxidation-coated ¼" screwdriver tip. Several other sizes available with choice of temperature outputs. Use with or without optional, mounted or free-standing bench stand PH-60.
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located any convenient distance from the TV set. The only wiring necessary is connection of the TV antenna lead-in to the converter, and then connection of the converter output to the antenna terminals on the back of the TV set. The remote control unit can be placed anywhere in the room that is convenient. The control cord is small enough to hide under the rug or to run unobtrusively along a baseboard. Remote channel changing is accomplished by a varactor diode oscillator. This makes it possible to change channels without physically rotating the TV tuner. The remote control has no moving parts, except for twelve push-button channel selector switches, a rocker-type on/off switch and the fine tuning control. It converts all incoming VHF channels to either Channel 2 or Channel 3, whichever is unused in the area. After installation, the user leaves the VHF tuner in the TV set tuned to either channel 2 or 3. The AC cord of the TV set is plugged into the convenient outlet on the converter. It also helps eliminate interference caused by direct pickup of signals when the set is connected to an MATV system.

Price is $100.

STEREO CASSETTE

Features Dolby system and "Memory Rewind"

A stereo cassette play/record deck from Channel Master features the Dolby noise reduction system and a "memory rewind" that permits automatic return to any selected point on the tape. The unit, Model 6622, features automatic shutoff of the amplifier and motor when the tape ends, and a selector switch for chromium dioxide tape. The memory rewind permits continuous playing of tape sections. Other features include two color-coded, il continued on next page
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luminated, level meters; digital counter with reset button; slide controls for right and left recording levels; dust-free tape head mechanism, and an output jack for headphones. The unit employs 14 transistors, 10 diodes, and two IC's. It measures 4 inches high, 13 inches wide, and 9 inches deep. There is a four-month, over-the-counter exchange guarantee. Price is $219.95.

FULL LOGIC SQ DECODER 728
Features wave-matching and variable blend

Superscope, Inc., announces the Mod-EL SQA-2 full-logic SQ decoder from Marantz. Separation of up to 20 dB is provided by the decoder. The decoder fits into a special under-chassis slot built into most Marantz Quadradial receivers. With each improvement in 4-channel sound, only the inexpensive decoder itself need be replaced. Price is $79.95.

AM/FM AUTO RADIO 729
Designed to harmonize with dashboards of late-model cars

The Model ID-200 in-dash, AM/FM, push-button, automobile radio is introduced by Audiovox Corp. The radio is designed to harmonize with the dashboards of the latest model cars. A slide-bar band switch changes reception from AM to FM by simply flicking the switch from left to right. All five quick-set, push buttons can be set for either AM or FM reception or any desired configuration. Solid-state components are used exclusively in the circuits. The circuitry employs 12 transistors, one IC, and 10 diodes. Other features include: automatic volume control, AFC, L/D switch, tone control, and push/pull output. Sensitivity: Less than 30 microvolts at 20 dB S/N on AM and less than three microvolts at 30 dB S/N on FM. The radio measures 7 ¾ inches wide by 2 inches high by 5 ½ inches deep and weighs 3.4 lb.

PHONE ANSWERING SYSTEM

Has unique one-year guarantee

Channel Master is introducing the first automatic telephone answering system backed by a one-year, over-the-counter-exchange guarantee. The Answering System, Model 6000, is designed for general home and business use. It can be set to respond to any number of rings. A "recording" light glows when a message is actually being received, and a built-in monitor permits you to listen in on the caller while his message is being recorded. A "message received" indicator light shows that calls have been received. The device has a 60-second recording cycle, built-in condenser mike, automatic level control, and features simple push-button operation. Price is $129.95.

FREE ALARM CATALOG

Full line of professional burglar and fire alarm systems and supplies. 96 pages. 450 items. Off the shelf delivery, quantity prices.

mountain west alarm 4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016
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FREE CATALOG

HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS

Lists more than 2000 items—pliers, tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay testers, optical equipment, tool kits and cases. Also includes ten pages of useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.
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NATION-WIDE TUBE & TRANSISTOR CO.

1275 styvens Ave., union, N.J. 07083
tel: (201) 388-1414 dept. E710
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weaker, the signals are combined and made available at the output jack. Several CE's may be used in complex antenna installations. In some installations, the output of one CE may be connected to the coupling input of another (instead of to an antenna lead-in), to combine the signals before applying them to the input of a distribution amplifier.

Mixer Equalizers

The third method of equalizing signals employs mixer equalizers (ME's). ME's are designed to separate or combine four nonadjacent low- or high-band VHF TV channels and to provide 0 to 20 dB of equalization on each channel (Fig. 3). Each ME will combine four nonadjacent channels into one output or it will separate a single combined input into four individual outputs consisting of 3 nonadjacent low-band channels plus FM or four nonadjacent high-band channels.

Each ME unit is factory pre-tuned for the received channels specified. That is, they can accept several nonadjacent channels carried on a single cable and separate them so that each appears at its own individual output jack. Likewise, an ME can take separate non-adjacent channels, such as the output of four single-channel antennas or strip amplifiers, and combine them into a single output. ME's are ideal when it is necessary to separate and equalize channels from a broad-band antenna, deliver them to be amplified in Ultra-Plex® single-channel strip amplifiers and then recombine them for distribution over a trunkline.

Other Methods

The three methods of signal equalization described previously are by no means the only ones available, but they do represent economical and convenient methods of signal equalization in medium and large MATV systems.

For homes and small stores or apartments in which multiple antennas are employed or in which channel-to-channel levels vary widely, the best solution might be channel-control couplers (Fig. 4) or single-channel VHF cartridge traps (Fig. 5) in combination with antenna preamps, where required.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TEST INSTRUMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>900</th>
<th>908</th>
<th>916</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>909</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>902</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>903</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>904</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>905</td>
<td>913</td>
<td>921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>906</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>907</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEW PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>700</th>
<th>708</th>
<th>716</th>
<th>724</th>
<th>732</th>
<th>740</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>717</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>702</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>703</td>
<td>711</td>
<td>719</td>
<td>727</td>
<td>735</td>
<td>743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>704</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>728</td>
<td>736</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>721</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>706</td>
<td>714</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>738</td>
<td>746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>715</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION CARD

**GET A FREE BONUS WITH YOUR PERSONAL SUBSCRIPTION TO ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER!**

- [ ] 3 Years $13
- [ ] 2 Years $10
- [ ] 1 Year $6*

*Payment Enclosed  [ ] Bill Me

**BONUS: With a 2 or 3 year subscription, you receive both TEKFAX 111 and the COLOR TV GUIDEBOOK free! If you are subscribing for 1 year, please indicate your choice of either:**

- [ ] TEKFAX 111
- [ ] COLOR TV GUIDEBOOK

**PLEASE CHECK BELOW:**

1. In the TV, Radio and other consumer products fields, is your firm **PRIMARILY a:**
   - [ ] Retailer with service department
   - [ ] Service/repair firm with some retail
   - [ ] Service/repair firm with no retail
   - [ ] Service repairman or other employee
   - [ ] Industrial electronics
   - [ ] Manufacturer
   - [ ] Other (please describe)
   - [ ] Owner, manager, buyer, other executive

2. Title (please check one)
   - [ ] Service/repair firm with
   - [ ] Other (please describe)

**NAME**

**FIRM**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP**

**STAMP HERE**
**READER SERVICE INFORMATION CARD** 10-74

This card is usable until January 1, 1975.

For more information on products or services mentioned in this issue, simply circle the appropriate numbers below, type or print your name and address, apply postage, and drop in the mail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADVERTISED PRODUCTS</th>
<th>TEST INSTRUMENTS</th>
<th>NEW PRODUCTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101 109 117 125 133 141 149</td>
<td>900 908 916</td>
<td>700 708 716 724 722 740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102 110 118 126 134 142 150</td>
<td>901 909 917</td>
<td>701 709 717 725 733 741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103 111 119 127 135 143 151</td>
<td>902 910 918</td>
<td>702 710 718 726 734 742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104 112 120 128 136 144 152</td>
<td>903 911 919</td>
<td>703 711 719 727 735 743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 113 121 129 137 145 153</td>
<td>904 912 920</td>
<td>704 712 720 728 736 744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106 114 122 130 138 146 154</td>
<td>905 913 921</td>
<td>705 713 721 729 737 745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107 115 123 131 139 147 155</td>
<td>906 914 922</td>
<td>706 714 722 730 738 746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 116 124 132 140 148 156</td>
<td>907 915 923</td>
<td>707 715 723 731 739 747</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NAME**

**COMPANY**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP CODE**

Please describe your type of business or industry.

_________________________________________________________

Your signature

---

**BUSINESS REPLY MAIL**

No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

Circulation Department

**ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER**

POST OFFICE BOX 6016, DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55806

---

**FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 665**

DULUTH, MINNESOTA

---

Your own personal copy for only pennies per issue
* FOR WAVEFORMS 43 THROUGH 49, BYPASS TEST POINT "D" WITH 1.0 MF CAPACITOR.
LEADER

'Now' Color Bar Generators

They make your toughest jobs a lot easier!

$159.95  $199.95  $299.95  $129.95

LEADER

"Put Us To The Test"

Instruments Corp. 151 Dupont St., Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300

High quality test patterns through our exclusive digital clock binary system! Uses just four 1.5V penlight cells, is AC adaptable and fits into all tube caddies. Has 2 pushbutton selectable frequencies, 8 basic patterns, with gated rainbow; and temperature change protection. Includes carry case, extra battery comp’t and all accessories.

The finest available thanks to our unique digital clock, binary frequency divider. Features: lab grade performance in 15 patterns for both RF and video frequencies with single dot and cross-hatch; two switch selectable channels, regulated DC power supply and ambient temperature control. All accessories incl.

An exciting solid state first for testing CATV, MATV, CCTV, VTR & NTSC receivers. With 5-step staircase, window, convergence & white purity adj. Offers complete rainbow spectrum, 10 gated rainbow patterns & 3 gated bar patterns. Features IF, RF and composite video outputs and yoke polarity checker. Includes gun killer leads and cables.

Binary clock, digital IC’s delivers 6 extra sharp, extra stable patterns and white raster for purity checks. 2 sw. select freq’s, vert & hztl return trace blanking, flickerless hztl lines & square crosshatch for linearity. Uses offset type color bars. Very compact, very light-weight, very practical. With RF cable and carry case.

for more details circle 119 on Reader Service Card
The easy-to-read 630 makes learning easy.

The Model 630 V-O-M is priced at a thrifty $72.

The rugged, general purpose Triplett Model 630 is the kind of dependable V-O-M that both teachers and students appreciate. And for the same reasons the electronic and electrical maintenance professionals do. Uncompromising accuracy. Sturdy lightweight (only 3 lbs. with batteries). Simplified single switch operation holds errors to a minimum, and diode overload protection for the meter suspension movement reduces the chance of tester damage when mistakes do occur.

With long, clean scales covering 27 ranges in only four arcs, the Triplett Model 630 is remarkably easy-to-read.

It's packed with major features:
1. Diode overload-protected suspension movement V-O-M; single range switch minimizes error.
2. 4 Ohmmeter range with 4.4 ohms center scale.
3. Simplified scale—only 4 arcs for all 27 ranges.

Sensitivity is 20,000 Ohms per Volt DC, 5000 Ohms per Volt AC. Accuracy is an excellent 2% on DC, and 3% on AC. Measures resistance to 100 megohms, with 6,000 Volt AC and DC capability.

Handles DC microamperes 0-60, and DC milliamperes 0-120, both at 250 mV, and can read DC amperes 0-12.

Rugged black molded plastic case with removable black leather carrying strap. All this for just $72.

Get the same convenience and operating advantages plus 1 1/2% DC accuracy and mirrored scale with the Triplett Model 630-A, priced at only $83.

For more information or a free demonstration, call your Triplett distributor or sales representative.

For the name of the representative nearest you, dial toll free (800) 645-9200. New York State, call collect (516) 294-0990. Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio 45827.

Triplett. The easy readers.

... for more details circle 130 on Reader Service Card